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LAMPREY, Louise
Born at Alexandria, N. H., April 17, 1869
Resident of Limerick
Died at Shapleigh, January 14, 1951
(See separate folder).

LAMPREY, Louise.

August 22, 1922
Kiss Louise Lamprey*
Limerick, Maine.
My dear Miss Lamprey:
Referring to your offer to send us
copies of your books* I am very sure, you will be interested
to bear about our Maine Collection.Under separate cover
I am sending you a copy of the Library Bulletin in which
are several articles relating to. this collection*
I am trying to secure for the State. Library a collec
tion of all books written by Maine people^- It is my purpose
to have a special room for this collection* Under no cir
cumstances will the books be sent out of the library. They
will form a..permanent exhibition for the use of visitors
and students*
I am also trying to gather all possible information
about each author, so that students will have material for
any investigations they wish to make*. Will you be kind
enough to send me a list of magazlnea and newspapers that,
so far as you know, have had biographical^ articles concerning
you and your work. If you have copies that you can furnish
us for our purpose, so much the better.
I very much desire to have a complete set &f all/your
short stories and books autographed*I would like to have
each volume contain a brief statement-^concerning where and why
the book was written, in fact, any intereating-item of this sort*
You can easily see that such a request as I am making
would be impossible except that it is an appeal from your state.
This is not for personal use or financial gain, but wholly for
historical purposes, so that the state may properly honor those
whose achievements should be recognized and from whom our com
ing generations will receive instruction and knowledge.
Yours very truly,
MAINE STATE LIBRARY,
hy
State Librarian

Limerick
Maine
August 23, 1922
Henry ®. Dunnack, Esq.
Maine State Library
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Sir:
of August 22 has just come to hand.
V _ iiv . t . .
Your Maine Room strikes me as an interesting idea, and I sh all
be glad to send you autographed copies of my books, I don't know
©f any magazine or newspaper that has published anything about
me or my cooks beyond the usual "book notices and reviews, hut
Frederick A. Stokes Company might perhaps have somex±l*jcauttion
such articles, although I doubt it.
I have never "been a magazine writer, so that my work in that
line is practically nil. Before I went into miscellaneous
writing I was for eight years editorial writer and "book
reviewer on the Washington Times, where I got most of my
training; but of course newspaper articles are inaccessible
at this date, besides being ephemeral in interest.
The ^where and why H of each "book is also rather difficult to
furnish, because most of them were written to order after
a talk with the publishers as to whether such and such a book
would "go".
In the case of 8,11 the Stokes books, - w ln the
Days of the Guild", "Masters of the Guild" and the "Great Days
in American History" series, the second of which will be
out this fall, I suppose, the idea was to furnish some
juvenile historical fictien that would have enough ginger and
plot to be acceptable to boys and girls in tneir teens, too
©Id for ordinary children's books.
The Little, Brown
and Company series of "Children of the Ancient World", and
the geographical reader published by the World Book Company
of Yonkers, "The Al© Man", in collaboration with Mara Chadwick,
are intended for children rather younger, perhaps grammar school
The place where each was written did not in any
age.
way affect the book. My biography, what there is of it,
is in the latest edition of "Who's Who in America".
I lived in Maine several years as a child, and have
always meant to come back, although we left Parsonsfield
when I was seven. I used t© insist that Maine was my
native state, though I was born at my grandmother's home
in Alexandria, 2ST. H. To me at the age of seven your native
state was the one you considered home.
I expect to
live here from now on, except for temporary absences, and
I think that Maine contains an unu&al proportion of people
who live there, not because they hempen to drift there or
were born there, but because they like it.
The third of
the "Great Days" books, which deals with the Revolution
and I suppose is dtae to come out next year, is dedicated
t© my Limerick neighbors, and I am enclosing a copy of the
dedication, which expresses my feeling about it.
Very truly yours,

n A
A

Twenty-fifty
August, 1922

Bear Miss Lamprey:
I was very glad to get your letter
of August the twenty-third with its. splen
did news. I shall be very glad to receive
your books* They willmake an invaluable
addition to our collection.
I am especially grateful for the poem
to the neighbors, and I wonder if we might
not print it in the library bulletin.
Very truly yours
State Librarian
Hiss L. Lamprey,
Limerick,
Maine

March 19, 1923.
Dear MadamsSome days ago I received the books, seven volumes, for
which I am sending my sincere and enthusiastic thanks.

There

is one very serious criticism 1 have to make on your books, they
are not autographed*

However, this, criticism applys chiefly to

the State Librarian for 1 am under the impression, that 1 neglected
to ask you to do this.
May 1 send these books to you and will you be kind enough
to make them presentation copies to the State Library so that 1
may add them to the permanent Maine collection.
In looking over the list of books we loaned you, I notice
that Historic Highways, Vols. 3, 4 and 9, California by Royce and
Ancient and Modern Greece, Vols. 1 and 2 have not come back.

I

speak of these books only because I think you may have returned
them and they may not have reached us and I wanted to be sure
about this.

I am,
Sincerely yours,
Henry E. Dunnack,
Librarian

Miss L. Lamprey,
Limerick,
Maine

Limerick
Main*
March 21, 1923
Mr. Henry X. Dunnack
Librarian Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Dear Sir:
Tour kiad letter of March 19 is at hand. I am glad
you like the books, aad I should have autographed them if f
had known you wanted me to. As a geaeral thiag I do not
write thiags oa the title-pages of ay hooks unless asked. Thea
if people want to give them to somebody else they ean, without
watbraaa embarrassment.
I shall he glad to autograph them if
you waat to go to the trouble of seadiag them hack.
I consider that I am greatly ia your debt ia aay case, because
of the unconscionable time I kept this lot of books; and I
shall be glad to pay whatever may be due. This "Days of the
Pieaeers" volume took aa immense amount of leokiag up.
Just before your letter came I had found vols. 3, 4 aad 9 of
Historic Highways and Reyce's "California", which somehow were
overlooked ia packing the books that went back in the box by
express.
I was goiag to return them to-day but will delay
a day or two aad see if the ether two you spoke of, "Ancient aad
Modern Greece", vols. 1 aad 2 do aot come to light.
My own
books have been in a state of great confusion ewiag to the fact
that I have ealy just succeeded ia haviag bookshelves put up
for about half of them, and there must be at least three or four
thousaad altogether ia two small rooms.
I am sorting them out,
however, aad shall find anything that does not belong to me and
return it.
I am just starting ea the third volume of the "Childrea of
the Aacieat World" series for Little, Brown and Cempaay, which
is ea the Greece of the so-called heroic period, and I may
possibly ask to keep the Greek books a little longer , but I
think I shall not need them, as my own refereace books aad notes
eover the subject pretty well.
The only books I sent back
before this last box were the four volumes of Seymour Dunbar s
History of Transportation, for which you sent. They were the
best thing on that subject I ever saw, and quite invaluable.
In regard to early California history, however, the best thing
I found, aside from "The Great Salt Lake Trail* was a series of
articles by pioneers in the Century, vols. 41-44 or thereabouts
By the way, I did a poem for "Days of the Pieaeers" en the Little
Cayuse story in the "Salt Lake Trail" book. It seemed to me too
picturesque to miss.
By the way, can you, or some one at the library, give me any
idea of the probably cost of boardBomewhere near the State
Library?
The Library
doubtless contains a great deal
of material that I should fiad invaluable in a book I have

in mind to do SOBS time next winter, dealing espeeiallv **th
MaiM colonial History, and it has ocourrod to BO that it might
lio a good plan te go tiiero for a month or two and do the
Tt^l««r+ work at least, instead of setting keeks down here.
I don t Bind having a room and hoarding somewhere else, when
there are restaurants in town; in fact I ratker like it
when working, as I do not have to accommodate work t© meal times.
The only thing I am cranky akeut i* that the room shall ke
warm enough t© stay in, evenings and Sundays.
In the Stokes "Great Days " series, "Days of the Commanders"
will ke out this fall and deal with the period 1775-1815. The
illustrations are something gorgeous, and there are four
very cunning maps of kattie-fields,
"Days of the Pioneers"
is not due until 1925. I am ti*yi»g to coax them into letting
me give a whole kook to the Civil War and the Reconstruction
and Pioneer period of 1865-90 and the final kook to the
Spanish^American Var and the World War, so as te make six in all,
kut thus far they are rather shy of that, as the series
already is rather long.
There is a kook akout which I have
talked with them, which would deal with the adventures of a
key and girl in the wilderaessWerth of the Now England
settlements, some time in the latter seventeenth century,
with lots or woodcraft and Indian lore in it - a sort of
juvenile historical novel - and it is this kook that I thought
of working on next winter in Augusta, perhaps making a trip
to Oldtown also. I don't want to do it until I can take time
to do it right, however, and may net get at it so soon.
What I should need for that would ke Indian folk-lore kooks
dealing with the Akenakis and Eastern Indians generally,
early Erench-Canadian history and nature keeks.
If I can't
get the material for staging the action in Maine I ceuld
shift it westward and have it in northern Hew York, for there
is plenty of Iroquois material; kut I rather wanted to use
the Maine wilderness.
Cenan Doyle and Mrs. Catherwood have
keen trailing through the other., besides Cooper, of course.
Teu may find that the World Book Gbompany of Tenkers, Hew
York, have some worth-while keeks, especially in the
educational line. "The Ale Man" which I sent you is one ef a
series of geographical readers, three more of which are now
arranged for and written. I am enclosing copy of a review whic h
"The Ale Man" get in England, with which I felt quite pleased,
as the reviewer had keen an explorer in the Kongo. The kook,
ky the way, was read and criticised in manuscript ky Dr. Lang
of the natural History Musuem in Hew York and professor Paris
of the University of Iowa, koth of whom spent several years in
that region; so that I feel that it must ke fairly correct.
Thanking you for your courtesy and apologising for this
very long letter, l4m
tours very truly,

March 22, 1923

Dear Miss Lamprey:
I am sending your books by Parcal Post and I enelose
postage for their return, It is certainly very considerate
and kind for you to agree to do this for us.
In writing to you about the books that had not been
returned, it was not that I desired to hurry you about return
ing them but only to have a tracer on them, so in case you had
returned them and they were lost, we could look them up.
Our purpose is to do everything in our power to co
operate with special students and investigators and to give
them every assistance possible.
In asking you for your books,I did not Intend to
solicit them as a gift, if you will send your bill I shall
be very glad to remit.
I note what you say about Seymour Dunbar's History
of Transportation and Pioneers in the Century, vols. 41-44,
suggestions like these we are noting in our catalog and will
be of value to other students.
I am reading the articles by pioneers.
I note what you say about your new book dealing with Kalne
Colonial History.

We have an immense amount of material on this

subject and I believe it would pay you to be near the Library
for a month or two*
The assistant librarian, Miss Bralnerd tells me that
you can get very good board for six or seven dollars a week,
and that a room will cost from three to four dollars*
Referring to your proposed juvenile historical novel,
I can think of no better place than Augusta for your head
quarters, while looking up matters of Indian Folk Lore,
especially dealing with the Abenakls and Eastern Indians.
Father Rale's dictionary is of the Abenaki language and is
in the Library.
The review of the ALO MAN is certainly high praise and
well merited. I congratulate you.and your publisher.
Sincerely yours,
Henry E. Dunnack
Librarian.
Miss ^ouise Lamprey,
Limerick,
Maine

I am,

Limerick
Maine
April 2, 1923
Mr. Henry !. Dunnack
Librarian
Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Bear Mr. Dunnack:
I am sending back the three Historic
Highways hooks and the one on California, but the volumes
on Greece have not come to light. I have my own books pretty
well sorted out now, and can't imagine any corner where
a book could have been lost, as none of the State Library
books have been outside the two rooms where I have been working,
and I have had no visitors who could have borrowed them.
However, things do turn up sometimes when one has looked
apparently everywhere.
I am returning in the same package with the Library
books the copies of my own books, autographed. Of course
there is no question of payment: I am glad to give them to the
Library as a slight return for the great convenience
the Library has been to me.
Thank you very much, for your kind words and for the information
regarding board and room rent in Augusta. It sounds very
reasonable.
With all good wishes,
Yours very truly,

November 21, 1924

Miss Louise Lamprey
Limerick, Maine
Dear Miss Lampray:
Tou have a book, Children of Ancient
Greece, that is not in our Maine Author's Collection.
Will you please autograph a copy and send it to me
for this collection.
Sincerely yours,
Henry E. Dunnack
State Librarian

HED/D

Limerick
Maine
January 14, 1926
Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Gentlemen:
Will you please send me whatever books you have
that you think helpful, on the subject of modern Russian
life, including folk-tales, but not other literature? I
have on hand a geographical reader for children
of grades
four to seven, to deal with that country. It is for the
Children of the World Series issued by the World Book Company
of Yonkers, which by the way is a very interesting little
group of books. The idea is to take two or three children of
each country and describe their daily life, bringing in customs,
folk-lore, and some geographical and historical data. They
have just brought out "Bemol and Kusum" , the volume on India,
by Rev. Herbert Wyman, who was for seventeen years a
missionary in th%t country, and who used tc preach in Limerick.
I edited that book for them. I hear that Mr. Wyman is now
connected with the Free Baptist Association of this State;
when he did the book he was in Conway, N. H.
part
I got a great jade, of the material for the "Children of Russia"
volume last winter in New York, from a Russian girl who will
appear as the author and will revise and probably add to the
manuscript later. I want however, to have reference books
from which I can get some things of general geographical
value, and check up on my facts. I have jtibuuuutxxK "Russian
Life in Town and Country", Francis H. 1. Palmer, which is very
good, and which she went over, marking chapters which I
could safely use for the locality described. The story will
deal with the life of a little brother and sister whose father
owns a large country estate in the north of Russia. They
go in winter to St. Petersburg, or Petrograd, to give it its
present name, and also take a journey down the Volga, but most
of the life described is northern country life, which is
in many ways quite different from that of the south. Another
book which I have found very interesting is "The Russians and
Theie Language", Jarintzof, (Mitchell Kennerly Company), which
I would recommend to the library as most helpful in understanding
Russian fiction. T&at is all I have here except a few books
by Tolstoy and Gorky. If you have any of Chekhov's books I
could use those.
A

j/

Thanking you fotr your courtesy I am
Yours very truly,

Limerick
Maine
January 14, 1926
Maine State Library
AAgueta
Maine
Gentlemen:
Will you kindly send me a list of "books on
architecture, covering the period ending about 1830?
I have in mind a book on this subject for children, dealing
with the various types of building by means of stories.
I have submitted the plan to the Stokes Company, who think
favorably of it and contemplate bringing out the book in
wwfcrt somewhat the same form as "In the Days of the Guild".
Of course the idea is to use only the outstanding types of
architecture - Egyptian, Greek, Persian, Roman, Chinese,
Italian Renaissance, French, Gothic, Scandinavian, Saracen,
Spanish, Inglish Tudor and Adam styles, and so on. tfixyarwxx
I have a good deal of the material, but cariuse some books
showing how the different styles grew out of the life of
the people.
I have asked you to send the books on Russia along without
waiting for me to select, because I do not imagine there will
be a great many; but I can probably select a few books on
architecture that will serve the purpose if I know what
you have.
I do not know whether I wrote you that the fourth volume
in my "Children of the Ancient World" series, Little, Brown
and Company, will be out in March, under the turtle "Children
of Ancient Igypt" ("Long Ago in Jgypt" for the school edition)
I shall take pleasure in sending you a eppy. I think the book
is unique in one respect; it had a thorough revision in
manuscript by Dr. Ludlow 3. Bull, acting curator of the
Metropplitan Museum of Art Egyptian collection; and he also
went over the drawings and revised them. I do not think any
popular book on Igypt, certainly not one for children, has
received the approval of a trained Igyptologist before. Dr.
Bull furnished me with most of the names for the characters
and with the pronunciations for a glossary including all of the
Igyptian names and words used.
I am quite curious to know
whether his assistance will affect the sales of the book or not.
I felt rather proud, by the way, of the fact that the Museum
library has bought all of my books, which seems to indicate that
they think them good reference workd.
Very truly yours,

P

L

—o

Limerick
Main#
August 5, 1927
Miss Marian Cobb Fuller
Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Dear Miss Fuller:
(If it is "Mrs." please cerrect me).
Yeur kind letter ef August 3 is at hand.
I think I will
read the iiitxrt beeks yeu say yeu are sending befere asking
fer anything mere abeut Borneo, as it is quite pessible I
may get all I need frem them. In addition te these I
thikk I w#uld like te see these:
]/
^ 9ri n
V.W
M7

Robert £. Peabedy: The Leg ef the Qrand Turk
R* D* Paiae^
01d Merchant Marine
Jehn R. Spears: Stery ef the American merchant marine
State Street Trust Cempany Histerical Brechures: Old Shipping
Days in Besten

~Arthur H. Clarif. The Clipper Ship Era.
Per this particular beek I need data and persenal and lecal
celer, but net illustrations particularly, se that I de net
belie*# yeu will need te send any ef thibeeks that are mainly
illustratiens ef fameus ships.
What bits ef lecal celer
I use will prebably be rather hap-hazard and sketchy, but
I want them te sound convincing.
I shall be greatly ebliged if Mr. Dunnack is willing te
allew me seme special privileges is the way ef keeping beeks
beyend the regular time, previded they are net beeks that are
in great demand, but se far as I can see I shall n4t need te
de much ef it with this manuscript, as I think in mest cases
I can take netes ef what I waat and send back the beeks.
The previous beeks I have dene since ceming te Limerick have
been histerical beeks erdered and arranged fer te cever
certain ijerieds, and in deing the werk at a distance frem
a library it «euld have been almest impossible te make netes
covering all I might want. The problem was a peculiar
•ne. Take fer exapple such a beek as "Days ef the Pioneers",
which ewes much te the help ef yeur library. First I had te
accumulate all the infermatien pessible abeut the period
1800-1860 in erder te select the characters and incidents
that seemed best suited te fictien and mest clesely related
te impertant events. Then I had to bleck eut the steries,
referring occasionally te the histerical •\ielumes te make sure
that the narrative did net contradict known facts anywhere.
Then each story was written, and finally the whole collection
was revised and seme of the stories rewritten, to correct

2

anachronisms er inaccuracies and add any details that seemed
te increase the interest.
In that series the characters in
seme ef the steries reappeared, and I had te be careful set
te let one contradict anether anywhere.
Thus I had te
read the books first, then refer te ene er anether from
which material fer a specified stery was ebtained, and
finally re-read a geed many ef the books during the final
revision, net knowing until the steries were finally
in shape just what I vheuld use eut ef the enormous exeunt
ef material. Anether thing that complicates a job like that
is the habit a stery has ef writing itself; every new and
then characters seem te take matters inte their ewn hands
and de things net planned fer by the author; and the queer
part ef it is that it is always a better stery when they de.
That makes fictien ef this kind a more complex matter
than simply writing a biography er historical sketch. In
"Children ef Ancient Gaul", which is eeming eut "this fall,
there was a big cave-bey, Bresse, who simply walked inte
the beek and did as he chese, ana mixed himself up in
the doings ef the ether characters in the ceelest possible way;
and so did a Phoenician trader who is the villain of the
stery. Half the time I didAt knew any mere about what
they were going to de next than if seme ene had been reading
the story te me.
"The Derelict", however, so far as I can see new, can shape
its course so as to include anything especially interesting
as local color, and net disjoint the plot at all; and there
is no historical episode to be included.
The article
about the head-hunters in the Herald Tribune is by Eugene
P. P. Wright, who seems te be very much au ceurant ef these
peculiar people. I can't find that he has written any
books about them, but I have net the latest edition of "Who's
Who" - er he may be an Englishman. If he has dene any beeks
I should feel inclined to buy ene. I may write him in care
of the Tribune and find eut.
Seme time within two or three years I hope to come te Augusta
and work at the Library and me#t yeu, as I have one beek in
mind which ooufcd undoubtedly be dene better there.
I shall
send yeu copies of "Wonder Tales of Architecture" and "Children
of Ancient Gaul", - which I believe is te be the last of
the "Children of the Ancient World" series.
Have you ever seen a copy of IHhiw the jo urnal of
Archibald Rebbins, Hartford, 1818, - fittntttte title in part
"A Journal comprising an acceunt of the less ef the Brig
Commerce, of Hartford, (Con) James Riley, Master, ppfta the
western coast of Africa August 28, 1815/ also ef the slavery
and sufferings of the author and the rest of the crew upon
the Desert of Zahara"? It is a small book but interesting.
I have the only copy I ever saw. Two of the crew were Portland
men. I have been wondering if it is a rare beek.
Very truly

Limerick
Maine
Ju3y 25, 3932
Maine Library Bu3 3etin
Augusta
Maine
Gent3emen:
I nete attached t© the copy ®f the Maine Library
Bu33etin just received a s3 ip saying that unless netified
before r»«t©ber 3 y©u wi33 rem©ve my name fr©m the mai3ing 3ist.
I haven't a direct pers©na3 interest in the question whether
y©u do ©r net, in view ef the fact that y©u never mention
me er any ray
b©»ks, either in news or y®ur 3ist ef "Maine
authors", ^^ther than that I think y©u have sometimes - not
a3ways - inc3uded a book ©f mine in your Jist of books
©ut in a given yoar. If ysu wi3 3 3 e©k in "Who's Who in
America" y©u wi33 find that there is quite a 3ist ©f them,
and mest of them have been written since I came t® 3 ive in
Limerick.
It is true that I was n©t b©rn in Maine, ©wing t© the accident
©f my m©ther having 3eft Phi3 3ips, where my father was preaching,
to stay with her mother in New Hampshire at the time, but I spent
m©st ©f ray 3ife as a chi3d here, in Pars©nsfie3 d, Brunswick and
C©rinth, aiid came here and beught a house in 3923 , having
3 ©ng ag© made up my mind that, as s©©n as I c©u3d get a3 ©ng
without being in New Y©rk ©n account ©f a job, I sh©u3d make
my heme and d© my work hero.
I n©tice one auth©r y©u inc3udo
in this 3ist ©n the strength ef a feur years' residence.
Incidentaly, in my "Great Days in American Hist©ry" series
I inc3uded as much Maine histery as I ecu3d in a bo©k ©f such
general character, s©me ©f the items n©t having been used in
juveni3e hist©ricsa3 st©ries bef©re; and there's a Maine p©em
as dedication to ©ne ef them.
Mrs. Boynton, y©ur Limerick
correspondent, never does mention anybody except her ©wn
crowd, which prebab3y accounts most3y fer your having as
comp3ete3y ignored me as if I were a 3ast year's summer resident.
I rea33y haven't eared much abeut it, but when I get this s3ip
it did strike me it might be we3 3 t© ask y©mhat y#u th©ught
my pers©na3 interest in the Bu33etin was 3ikeay t© be.
I have a b©«k ceming ©ut seme time next year if the sky does
net fa33 , a hist©ry of architecture fer chi3dren, pub3ished by
the Mae ml3 3 an C@mpany, entitled ALL THE WAYS Op BUILDING. Of
course, even if ©ne has no persena3 vanity in such matters, it
dees he3p a be©k to havts it inc3uded in genera3 news ©f thifc
kind, esptf«eia3 3y when y®u inc3ude a3m©st everybody that has
the remotest tit3e to be ca33ed a Maine auther. I 'was censiderab3
gratified when in New Y©rk to find a]3 ©f my books in the
3ibrary of the M©tr©p©3itan Mueoum ©f Art, and they're ©n the
American Library Ass©ciati©n 3ist, which indicated that they
are of some va3ue as reference bo©ks - ©utside Maine.
Very tru3y yours,

August 4, ly32

Miss Louise Lamprey,
Limerick, Maine
My dear Miss Lamprey
I greatly regret that you feel
that the Bulletin has not taken proper notice of your work and
I am gxad to have you call our attention to our negligence in
the matter. I find in past issues of the Bulletin several
references to your work, the longest in January,192y. We try
to keep in touch with the work of all Maine authors but we do
miss out on them occassionaily, especially when the books are
for children because the general reference library has no
juvenile department. As you know there are a great many persons
born in Maine or resident in Maine who are authors and it is
not possible to keep in close touch with all of them unless
they send us copies of their books as they are published#
We are always very glad indeed to mention in our columns a book
about Maine or by a Maine author, it will be a pleasure to
mention your forthcoming book, All the Ways of Building when
it appears, adding, at the same time, mention of some of your
other works, especially Oreat Days in American History.
Perhaps you will tell us the parts that are about Maine, unless
you feel that you would like to send us an autographed copy
for the Maine Author Collection.
I like and admire such of your books as I know and I take
pleasure in recommending them for children's use.
I am glad to have the interesting biographical data
contained in your letter. This we shall keep in our reference
files where we collect as much information as possible about
Maine authors.
Very truly yours,
MAINE STATE LIBRARY
BY

MGF

Limeriek
Maine
August JO, 3932
Miss Marian Cobb Fu3 3er
Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Dear Miss Fuller:
Your kind better of August 4 sane a]eng
seme days age. I hope my letter did net sound peevish. Taut
it has rather looked ta me as if, so far frara "not taking proper
notice" of ray work, the Bulletin has praetiea33y net taken any
at a]3. 3©me of the people here who get the Bullt^tin say they
have noticed it and wondered about it. It really oe^s seem
a trifle queer when an author who has "been in the 3ist of Maine
people in Who's Who in America for some ten years is
censpicueus3y Deft out, and you ine3ude in your 3ist peep3e
who aren't in that itOume at a33 (if that is supposed to have any
significance) and who in at 3east one case , as I remarked,
haven't even 3ived in Maine for more than four yeats or written
^ny "books whatever.
I*ve rea3 3y spent more time in Maine than anywhere e3se, for
Teesides the 3ast e3even yoars that I have "been an a33 the year
round resident and tax-payer, I 3ived here most ©f the first
eight years of my life; and a33 of ray "books but the first
four have been written here. It seems ta me that I did send you
one ©f my "books for the Maine Author collection, autographed,
but inasmuch as there are over a dozen ©f them, to send you
a complete set at an average price of $2.^ a "book wou3d "be
rather expensive. If I did not send one, 3et me knew and
I,33 put you on my 3ist for ALL THE WAY3
BUILDING (Maemi33an1 s)
whenever it comes out.
These "books are most of them used, I imagine, "by parents and
teachers as we3 3 as chi3dren, "because they nave been so written
as to ine3ude a good dea3 of information not easi3y aecessib3e
e3 sewhere, especial 3y by peep3 e out of reach of big 3 ibraries.
"Chi3 dren of Ancient Egypt", for example, really takes in most
of what most average peep3e want to know about the Egypt of the
time of Tahutmese III, and something of ear3ier history.
That was written in New York, and Dr. Bu3 3 of the Egyptian
Department of the Metropo3itan Museum went ©veir the rough
draft, giving me a good deal ©f hs3p espeeia3 3y in the matter
of nanes that wou3d be historica33y eorrect, and then read
and criticised the manuscript and even the artist's sketches
for the i33ustrati on, having a3 so ta3ked with her and given her
he3p about the histeriea3 detai3s. Litt3e, B*"own and Company
remade a couple of the p3ates that Dr. Bu3 3 didn't happen to
see, in order to have it abs©3ute3y correct archaee3egiea33y.
I don't think any other books on Egypt in fiction form have
come out that just fi33 the p3aee this one does.
In the
same series, wChi3dren of Ancient Gau3", which I vrete here in
Limerick, eaused me jupixx some anxiety, because very 3|tt3e has
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actually come t© light ab©ut pre-R©man Gaul. But after I
sent a eopy t© Dr. Henry Fairfield Ooliern with a request that
if he saw anything te criticise as historically inaccurate he f d
de i t frankly, and he wrete back that he was going te give the
bo©k te his ewn grandehildren at Christraa s , my mind was
e©nsiderably easier.
Yeu say yeur "general reference library
has ne juvenile department." jreither-has that ef the
Metrepelitan Museum of Art, "but I found all of ray hooks there,
considerably to my astonishment, s© they evidently thought
them werth while as serious reference hooks. Anyhow I ' d hoped
you weuld find some of ray werk werth while for your
travelling libraries for camps and so ©a, as most of it.
i s designed te f i t in with children's sehool tfork.
I t seems te me that one way to avoid overlooking Maine authors
might l e for you to make a l i s t ef those whose names appear
in "Who's Who", whieh, by the way, has more Maine names in i t ,
I "believe, than names from any ether State of anything like
similar size without a "big city like Boston or Chicago .
You evidently didn't do that anywa y.
In the "extended notice" from the Bulletin whieh yeu say was the
l a s t time yeu mentioned me, in January, 1929, you mention
as "among the Christmas publications" "Days ©r the Colonists"
and say I am "the «uther of twe ether" hooks in another field.
At that time I ' d written the five hooks of the "Children of
the Ancient World" series for Little, Brown and Company,
all ef the "Great Days in American History" series ("Days ef the
Coleni£ ts", second of the six, came out in 1922, seven years hss^befere this discovery of yoursy "Wonder Tales of Architecture"
(Stokes) in 1927, and "The Treasure valley", a crusade story,
sequel to the twe "Guild" hooks, in 1928.
Your negligence
has certainly been pretty cemprehensive when in order to
mention a "book of mine among Christmas publications you go
hack to a Stokes catalog several years old and ignore all the
rest of the series, mentioned in every Stokes buly etin where any
of them are.
"Days of the Commanders", written here, has a dedication poem
"To" the Neighbors" , whieh i s a song of Maine.
Maine characters
come into that hook and the one on colonial history. In the
N
last ef the series, "Days of the Buildersone ©f the stories i s ^
about Peary's discovery of the North Pile, and Peary was a Maine 4
man.
Inasmuch as the basic idea of this series was t©
relate each st©ry t© s©me def inite jsvent in United States
|
hist©ry, and n©t many ©f these outstanding events actually
< 0
t©«k place in Maine, i t was n©t possible, without upsetting the N
balance and giving to© much space to Hew England, t© get in
„
very much fiction obviously Maine, but Maine local color i s
scattered along through the series. The aviation story in the
sixth volume begins with a small bey ©n Maine blueberry
plains, and
in a camp ©n the,,.Maine.~-CJ>ast the 1
st©i"Xr
©n the r%di©, ends.
There i s at^'Maine man nameTT"lJVlTrtn.on in
s©me ©f the Revolutionary stories, and the 3ast tw© stories ©f
"Days ©f the Discoverers" deal partly with early expl ©rati©n ©f
the Maine coast by Champl ain and Jehn Smith. Y©u can see, ©f
ccurse, that in a series meant t© deal with the histery of the
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whole United States, including four wa rs mostly fought
el sewhere than in Maine, and numerous important doings by
ether than Maine people, from New Yerk to San Francisee and
from the Great Lakes te Panama, the amount ef space actually
deveted te Maine histery would have te "be somewhat limited.
However, I judge frera the netiees yeu give te ether authers
that yeu don't base yeur estimate wholly en what they write
definitely dealing with this ene State.
As it was, I get
a venemeus editorial assault frera the Columbia, S. C., State, en'
the alleged greund that, "being a New Englander, I had se far
as possible ignored all histery eutside New England, whereas
I'd really, as a matter ef fact, given mere than its share ef
space te the South and included seme Seuthern history, like
Robert E. Lee's crossing the Pedregal and Elizabeth Lucas's
founding the indigo trade, which never appeared in juvenile
"books "before and which most Southerners never heard of.
In "Days ©f the Leaders", which deals with the Civil War and
the Spanish War, I submitted the story of Gettysburg and the one
about Spottsylvania to my neighbor, Mr. Ed Cobb, a veteran
ef both battles, and in the latter story got in the charge
of Upton's Brigade including the Fifth Maine, against the
"Bloody Angle", which was I think one of the most desperately
brave charges of the war. There's a tree 22 inches thick
in a Washington museum that was literally cut down "by the
hail of bullets against which those infantrymen came. Mr. Cobb
lost an arm there and came home, scarcely twenty-one, to live
out the rest of his life as a cripple, but a plucky one. He
was a very fine old fellow.
A SpaniBh T»rar veteran here
gave me seme of the stuff for the Spanish W ar stories, hut most
of the material came ©ut of ray scrap-books. I was an editorial
writer on the Washington Times during that year, and got
several incidents either by personal observation or talking
with men who were in them.
There is a story about Roesevelt
mi'li hTw
IIJ "in—lilts" WIBkBcT 11
and Mi&s Clara Barton in Cuba in that book
that I got from Miss Barton's so«»e*4ry, which I think was
never printed elsewhere. While not every one of the incidents
and characters in the books of this series siv* historic,
I think I can safely say that much the greater part of them
are, and that everything that happens in the storios could have
happened; and is not «ontradi4#4d by any history. When I could
jet a historic boy
gir 1 for the character around Whom the
story is framed, I did, as in the case of Columbus' cabin-bey
and ihe thirteen-year-old Andrew Jackson; when I couldn't, I
used a fictitious chareter who might have been there and seen
the great event.
"
I've never been included in the publicity stuff about New
Hampshire authors because I don't live there and never did,
except three years of school life and three years when I came
to C*ncord to see ray father through and settle the estate; but
it really has seemed to me that I belong in the Maine list as
mush as a good many other people you've been discoursing on.
And since I've constantly written to your library for reference
works OH the books I've written here , I didn't exactly leave
you in complete ignorance about 'em. -Very

»

C O P Y

August 18,iy3<i

Miss .Louise Lamprey,
Limerick, Maine

Dear Miss Lamprey
Thank you very much for your
extremely interesting letter. How kind you are to take the
trouble to write at such length about your workI I always
feel somewhat apologetic about writing to an author; it
always seems rather like imposing on a person whose business
is writing to ask her for a letter. It will be a great
pleasure to mention "All the Ways of Building" when it is
published and I can make mention of your other books, using
some of the very interesting data in your letter. 1 wish
that I had space to quote in full all that you say about
your books; I am sure that it would be as interesting to
our readers as it is to me. Your letter will be kept in
our permanent reference files, in the Maine Author Collec
tion. We have a number of your books in the Collection and
1 hope that we can add the new one to it. tfust at present
our book purchase funds are somewhat limited.
I am extremely sorry that the Bulletin has been so
negligent about mentioning your books. I am glad to have
you call my attention to this negligence for which I trust
that you will accept my very sincere apologies.
Very truly yours,
BY

MCP
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October 13, 1933
Miss Louise Lamprey,
Limerick, Maine.
My dear Miss Lamprey;I wish that I could tell you
that there are possible positions here where your talents and
experience can be employed but I referet that I know of nothing
in the way of either a part-time or a full-time job.

Possibly

the Commissioner of Education, Dr. Bertram Packard, may know of
some school position where your specialized knowledge would be
welcome.

You might write to him.
There might be something in Portland and for

work along the line of fine arts you would probably find the
Portland Public Library as well equipped as this one, with
the added advantage of being open in the evening.
It would be interesting to have you working here and
I am sorry that I cannot offer any helpful suggestions. I will
let you know if I hear of anything.
How thrilled those little Campfire Girls must have
been to have your lovely book dedicated to them.
Very truly yours,
MAINE STATE LIBRARY

MCF

Limerick
Maine

'•

.•
'•••%}
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December 3 2, 3933
Miss Marion Cobb Fu3 3er
Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Dear Miss Fu3 3er:
Your 3etter if December 33 came this
morning, and the third vo3ume of 3y3vester yesterday. Share
returned most of the 3ists
under separate cover, but »
enc3ose\he remainder.
I am great3y ob3iged for your interest and effective he3p
in this job. I think about everything I want from the historic
point of view i s in what I have, but I may have to ask for
some of these woodcraft and trave3 books 3 ater. I t i s ailmost
impossib3e to te33 without seeing the books in the case
of these, what wi33 be usefu3 , but I have made notes of
aflune tit3es that 3ook promising. There are some men here
in Limerick who have had enough practical] experience in hunting
to te33 me a good dea3 .
I found a 3ot of interesting things in The New Eng3 and
Csptives book, an account of the captivity of John Lougee,
who was probab3y an ancestor of the Lougees here, for one
thing.
My pe$p3e, on both sides,, were sett3 ed a3 ong the
northern frontier in those days, - Hampton, Laaaprey River,
Dunstab3e, Rumney and further north in New Hampshire.
I have at present a dicker on hand for something on etymo3ogy
- k subject that has never been hand3ed for chi3 dren that I
know of. I wonder if you hanre the books on that subject
of a man n anei We ekes
, I think his n ane was Ernest and he
was Eng3ish, that c®ie out some time before or about the time
of the Wor3 d War, I know of two of them. I can get most of
what I need on that subjecmn my own 3ibrary, but shou3 d be
g] ad to know some time at your convenience what you have there.
Skeats' Etymo3ogica3 Dictionary, which I have, i s amine;
so i s "Words and P3 aces", which however, i s said not t© be
infa33ib3e.
I haven't yet found anybody who wi33 bite
at the toy book just now. The best way to do that,
undoubted3y, wou3 d be to get the stuff in Hew York, where
there are several good toy co33ections and peop3e who have
syecia3ized on the subject, besides the museums.
I have gone through the two Jesuit books and found them
interesting part3y because of their pecu3iar point of view.
In view of the recent disposition to minimize the part p3 ayed by Ra3e and other missionaries in these atrocities and b3 ame
the New Eng3 anders, i t is interesting to see that Vetromi3 ^
and Maurau3t themse3ves seem to consider the thing a kind of ;
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holy war, writing as l a t e as 3866. The most extraordinary
passage in Maurault's book i s h i s final comment on the
tribul ations of the Johnson family of "Number Pour" (Chart estown
N. H.) who seem to have gone through about all one family
could.
He pensively observes ( t h i s may interest you i f
you haven't happened to read the book yourself)
"There was backing to t h i s unhappy woman a thing vvhich would
have been to her a great consolation in her misery. She
was not a Catholic* She did not know that divine religion
which ever consoles in trouble. I t i s astonishing that so much
suffering and misfortune were not enough to lead: to the
truth this woman so intelligent and endowed with so many good
qualities. Her prejudices against C athol i c i sm were so strong
that during the sever al years which she pas sedan Canada she
had not the desire to study thajfirst principles of that holy
and divine religion, although i t woul d have been so easy for
her. Probably the horror and the hate she had for tile savages
contributed to strengthen her prejudice against C athol i c i an."
Very likely they did.
Aside from the fact that her father
and the minister Willard, who seems to hawe been of her
family, were both killed in these raids, she had been dragged
off into an alien land eaqpecting every hour to be knocked on
the head, borne one child on the journey, lost another born
in Quebec, had her children taken away from her and sold to
Catholias, and been thrown on her own resources in a strange
city aid spent over a year in a jail injected with small-pox.
I don't believe that even the occasional humanity shown to
these innocent and suffering peopl e by their captors (for
which she never f a i l s to give credit) woul d be quite enough to
impress them with the beauty of a religion that bore that kind
of .f aura ir tar f r u i t .
I have encountered somewhat the same
naive dieposition to ignore the sufferings of heretics bl/rned
alive, exiled and beaten up, on the part of modern Catholics,
I t sticks out all over Vetromil 1 s book. In the l a t t e r , by
the way, the good father makes several statements that will
JHbutobcx not, on investigation, advertise either his learning or
h i s accuracy much. The quaintest i s that Leif Erisccon
brought with him priests who celebrated the f i r s t Christian
service in New England , one of whom. Eric, l a t e r returned to
Greenland and as bishop established thefirst .American See., in
1121. As Leif came here about 1,°°°, the reverend historian
seems to bdtororking a l i t t l e home-made miracle of h i s own in
t h i s return of the missionary priest at least one hundred and
twenty years l a t e r .
Personally I doubt whether Leif did
bring any priests. I have the original chronicle aid shall
look i t up.
Vetromil 1 s statement about Southern-made
ornaments carved of Yaikee bones i s also anew one on me.
I found something that interested me in a page inserted
in the New Engl and Quarterly you sent, about a review of
a book about theKensington Rune Stone written lately by
somebody named Hoi and. I t had been reviewed in the March
issue aid t h i s leaf somehow omitted.
Have you the book in
the library or can you look up the review and t e l l me who
published i t ?
)
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I sent a) ong some of the information on that inserted Deaf
to the Macmillan Company, because when I sent in my manuscript
for ALL THE WAYS
BUILDING somebody in the office challenged
my statement that Scandinavians penetrated to the i n t e r i o r
of Minnesota in the fourteenth century (page 277) and I had
to fal3 back on having got my^ptory from the Minnesota
Historical Society. I t appears from t h i s review that
additional evidence has been collected in the shape of
mediaeval weapons and geological proof, which seems to make
my case quite safe.

JJ)
W*
\

•^XP^
'

L
'

I used the story in the form of f i c t i o n , giving the f a c t s
as I had them in a note, in DAT'5 OF THE DI 3COVERER3, but from
t h i s review I judge that Hoi and cane to a conclusion somewhat
at variance with mine; in fact I took a different tack from
anybody el se that had written on the matter so f a r as I know.
They aJ 3 seemed to suppose t h a t the Vikings had reached
the pi ace where t h i s stone was found, over} and from the
Hudson Bay country. How, that wou3 d be, as I see i t , contrary
to t h e i r practically invariable habit of going by water
where they could. I took the l i n e that they coasted along
south from Greenland until they came to the St. Lawrence
and then started ujJ^hat in t h e i r galley, which was b u i l t so
that i t coul d be taken apart aid carried across country
and then Dashed and bolted together again, and that they
simply portaged and sailed to the t i p of Lake Superior, where
•*£ recorded on the Rune Stone^they 1 effltheir ship aid struck
m j ana,I partly to explore and partly tov f i s h and 3 ay in stores
for the return. I f they were friendly with the ^jibways
as i t would seem they must have been to get so f a r , they woul d
be al 3 right t i l l they got to the edge of the Sioux country,
was .iust there that. while some of them were off fishing,
the rsst were massacred, and \3aoy r>et up thi s stone with the
record.
Nobody knows whether they ever got back to
Norway or not, but if they did, they got there in the midd3 e
of a civi3 war, and i t wou3 d be no time to report explorations
of an unknown country.
I think i t has been taken for granted,
f i r s t , that they cou3 d not have passed Niagara in a galley,
and second, that the scenery of the St. Lawrence wou3 d so
have impressed any explorers that the report would have been
«
Spread in Europe.
But i f the galley could be taken apart,
as i t certainly could, since they often went up one river and
down another, they could hacve carried i t just as easily as
Indians could carry a
au of the size we know they took
the length of t h e Great Lakes.
And while Cape Trinity
and Cape Eternity would impress natives of any other country
in Europe, the Skj aeggedal sfos i s higher than Magara and
the c l i f f s of the Norwegian Fjords would overtop the Saguenay
precipie/Cp Bayard Taylor, who went through Canada Jiust
after he had been to Norway, says he didn't get anything l i k e
the. t h r i l l he wou3 d i f he had not just been among scenery so
mu«fl 3 o f t i e r .
Having ventured an original theory on t h i s
event, I was naturally interested to know whether l a t e r
authorities have veered to anything l i k e the same conclusion.
I quizzed a tenant of ours at the time, a truckman used to
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heavy moving j o b s , a s t o whether a gang of hard-muscled
men could have taken such a g a l l e y over] and i f they could
t a k e i t a p a r t , and he s a i d t h a t so f a r as he could s e e they
c e r t a i n l y c o u l d . I f I can f i n d out who published t h i s
Hoi and "book I may w r i t e t h e author and s e e what he t h i n k s
of my theory and whether any known f a c t e c o n t r a d i c t i t .
Before I g e t through with "New Itogl and Captives" I t h i n k
I 1 J J make a d e t a i l e d l i s t of al^n^nes of c a p t i v e s mentioned,
weeding o u t d u p l i c a t e s , and see'how many of those known t o
have remained i n Canada d i d j o i n t h e C a t h o l i c Church and
become French, how m iiy of t h e s e were mere b a b i e s o r young
g i r l s who were h e l p l e s s i n t h e hands of t h e i r c a p t o r s , and
v.hat t h e p r o p o r t i o n i s to t h o s e who r e t u r n e d . The impression
I g e t i s t h a t cmmp ar a t i v e l y few of t h o s e who stayed were
anything butichil dren when they made t h e i r "choice 1 1 . Even
E s t h e r WheeJ r i g h t , who became a nun, was only seven when she
was captured and seventeen when she j o i n e d t h e Ursublines, and
they seem t o have h u r r i e d up h e r p r o f e s s i o n f o r f e a r ^ . h e r
family might get a t h e r .
I f I do make such a resume aa d
you would 1 i k e a t y p e w r i t t e n copy t o f i l e with t h e book I '33
make an e x t r a carbon and send you one. I t might save
t r o u b l e f o r somebody uXsata e l s e whop, s i n t e r e s t e d i n g e t t i n g
at t h e f a c t e .
Also, t h e r e i s noVvidence t h a t those who
were d e t a i n e d had any way of holding on to t h e i r own 3 anguage
and t h e i r own r e l i g i o n unl e s s through f e l 3 ow-c a p t i v e s ,
and t h e r e does seem t o be evidence t h a t | h e po3icy was t o
s e p a r a t e fami3ies and i s o 3 a t e c a p t i v e s , e s p e c i a l l y young gir3 s ,
wherever p o s s i b l e .
Another p o i n t I shoul d make, i n such a
forochure i s t h a t , a s shown i n o t h e r h i s t o r i e s , at t h e time
t h i s kidnapping po3icy s t a r t e d and f o r a generation o r so
afterward a t 3 e a s t , t h e King was having a h a r d time, i n s p i t e
of a33 s o r t s of s u b s i d i e s , to g e t p e o p l e , e s p e c i a l l y g i r 3 s ,
Uo go t o New France and keep up t h e popu3 a t i o n , and t h a t
mechanics and ski3 3ed workers were scarce t h e r e because i n
Prance most of t h e s e were Huguenots, who were n o t allowed to
come to Canada,
When New France had 3 2 , ^ ° ° peop3e a g a i n s t
25<" l , n r ^ i n t h e E n g l i s h co3onies, and Boston more t r a d e than
a3 3 New France put t o g e t h e r , i t does not look a s i f Canada
under France was such a p a r a d i s e t h a t kidnapped s t r a n g e r s
would stay t h e r e and become French u n l e s s i t was to g e t
awe$r from savage l i f e among t h e I n d i a n s , o r , i n the c a s e
of women, because otherwise they wou3 d completely l o s e
touch w i t h t h e i r c h i l d r e n who were i n t h e power of t h e French
and had l o s t t h e i r husbands and everything t h e y had a t home
b e f o r e they were dragged away. I n s h o r t , t h e specious
argument t h a t t h e s e c a p t i v e s r e a l l y l i k e d French Canada
and i t s r e l i g i o n b e s t s t r i k e s me a s very f i s h y when you
run i t down to t h e bed-rock f a c t s .
Most of the s t u f f t h a t
i s put out l a t e l y a g a i n s t New England and her colonial
traditions
when you come t a l o o k i n t o i t . I f you have
any correspondents o r qppl i c ant s\ who want t o g e t information
along t h a t l i n e I ' l l be gl ad to g i v e them what I have i f they
will g e t i n touch w i t h me.
Many of t h e arguments used
ag ai n st t h e " P u r i t a n " a r e based din s l a n d e r . ^

$a*n
Card s e n t 1/10/34
MRE

limerick
Maine
JanuaryO, 3 934

Mrs. Marion Cobb F u l l e r
Maine State Library
Augu s t a
Maine
Dear Mrs. Ful 1 « r :
i
Thank you very much f o r your p l e a s a n t
l e t t e r andror t h s books, including SCrs. F.ckstrum's, which
cane t h e other d^y. I shall not need to take out the Abenaki
d i c t i o n a r y , although I very much appreciate t h e chance. I
found i n t h e Mast a book t h e special word I was a f t e r , which
had not turned up anywhere el s e .
\

I t was i good thing I sent f o r Moliere i n t h e French, f o r
those English versions are no mora t r a n s l a t i o n s than sage
cheese i s Camembert, although they i n t e r p r e t t h e s p i r i t of
t h e o r i g i n a l . I shall enjoy very much reading them as I g e t
time. The scraps I wanted f o r the f i r s t chapter i n which they
come i n I have already found and got i n , although I may add
o t h e r s or s u b s t i t u t e b e t t e r ones i f I come across them.
I am coming along with the s t o r y and having a good deal of fun
writing i t , although I increasingly duubt i t s g e t t i n g i n t o
p r i n t . For one t h i n g , I f u l l y expect t o be t o l d t h a t I have
i d e a l i z e d my New Engl anders. For soma reason o r other we
al on a among all t h e American r a c i a l stocks seem to suppose i t
some kind of sacred duty t o make t h e wprst i n s t e a d of t h s b e s t
of our ancestors and our own people generally. Mrs. St owe
commented on t h a t more th*n f i f t y y e a r s ago. I f i t i s modesty
i t i s modesty gone amuck.
I found a shrewd b i t of a n a l y s i s i n Belknap which ought t o
be f i s h e d out f o r wider c i r c u l a t i o n . Apropos of (pertain
fly-by-night characters who imposed themselves oryearly New
Hampshire as zeal ous mini s t e r s of t h e gospel and developed
s i n s of the f l e s h , he says t h a t i t has been o f t e n observed t h a t
t h e exercise of ul t r a r emotional r e l i g i o u s f e r v o r (he c a l l s i t
"enthusiasm 1 ^ being t h e product of the same n a t u r a l forces!
a s sensuous indulgence , one i s l i k e l y to s l i d e in""to t h e o t h e r ,
^f course h i s phrasing i s more formal than t h a t and b r i e f e r ,
but t h a t ' s t h e sense of i t . Sincl a i r Lewis d i d n ' t say i t
any b e t t e r i n t h r e e hundred pages of "minute c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n
of Elmer Gantry. For a l l t h e modern j azz chorus, peoples were
t o o t i n g t h e i r own horns long before most of the Russians
knew how t o read and w r i t e .
I don't knowjjchather you g e t the Camp F i r e monthly, "The
Guardi an", "but i n the Janrtary i s s u e Limerick g e t s a paragraph
a t t h e top of t h e page i n t h e "^bservataon C a r " . The g i r l s
f e e l jqpuuskx
quite cocky "over i t . At our meeting Monday

2
I t o l d them we would t r y an Indian game, and set ? them a t
""biting patterns" i n the way described i n t h a t book on
Penobscot design, only we did i t with sheets of paper instead
of birch-bark, ^ne thirteen-year-ol d who has a manuscript
music-book cf her own copied two of the Indian songs from
the C u r t i s book i n t o i t f o r the g i r l s to 3 earn i f they want
to.
I should l i k e to see the history of Coos County, the local
w history of Lebanon, N. H., and those of Plymcuthf'Bri stol
(U.H)
and Haverhill (Mass.) I f i n d that the Hardys, my mother's
family, were s e t t l e d in Grovel and, vtfiich aeems t o be p a r t of
the Haverhill settlement, as early aB 1676. They had a big
f a n i l y gathering there l a s t summer and a cousin sentfme
a photograph of the old house which he took, I figure on
using the Haverhill history somehow. The books you sent
gave me all I need on Maine.
I do not a are f o r the vol tunes
of the Plymouth and Bristol h i s t o r i e s that are genealogical;
what I want i s the story of the towns.
The way I think the people i n my story went i s , through
northern Vermont above the Green Mountains to t h e Connecticut,
down thy Connecticut to somewhere near Lower Waterfcrd,
Vermont, across into Few Hampshire and down Franconia way
thruugh B r i s t o l , then to the B1 ackwater Ri vmr i n Banbury,
and south-aflbst to Dunstable, the f i r s t f r o n t i e r town they
would s t r i k e ; grom there they could get to the older
settlements all r i g h t .
I have been over most of t h i s ground myseJT and feel p r e t t y
safe; the suppl ement ary research i s only to be sure I have
not missed some known f a c t t h a t contradicts my f i c t i o n .
f
I think the climax of slipshodness I have come across 1 ate|tfin
a writer of great reputation was i n Chesterton's "The Man q
who Was Thursday". He had a man viewing the Dome of 3 t .
P a u l ' s against a sunrise sky,from the due east side of the
building. But then, he made the remark i n all seriousness
i n the Sunday Heral d-Tribune a year or more ago, " I t i s well
known t h a t there are witches". Which i s exactly what t h e
author of "The Hammer of Witches" asserted some four or f i v e
hundred years since.
You said i n one of your l e t t e r s that there was l i t t l e c a l l for
the Maurault book because i t was i n French. I wonder i f i t
would be worth while to h=ave a translation made of some of
the chapters? I f i t would, and I could get the p r i c e of the
typewriting out of i t , I would do i t for you some time^, I
think the selections could be made so as to be a resume of
most of what i s i n the book t h a t i s characteristic and t h a t
i s not duplicated i n other books not French, and i t would be
an i n t e r e s t i n g job.The typewritten pages could be f i l e d i n a
loose-leaf note-book. I don't think much c f the Roberts
hi story of Canada. I t se=sms to be a rewrite of other authors.
Thanking you again,

*
I wonder if you will be interested in another queer
coincidence "between my plot and facts I didn't know, "which has
bobbed up in the Lebanon history? Once in a while I dope out
a detail of a plot without knowing positively it could happen,
and find it could. In this case I got my people down to the
Connecticut below Littleton and started them into Hew Hampshire
by a line that might take tnem along the Mascoraa valley, but I
could not figure how to get them down to Franklin via Hewfound
Lake unless they went through Orange, and I wasn't sure they
could. I knew there were some curious pot-holes within driving
disfaoce of that region, which I wanted' to bring in, but although
I have seen them I had forgotten where they were. I doped out the
plot, on a chance, making a cave hidden by a cascade not far from
those pot-holes. In the Lebanon history it says that formerly
a chain of lakes occupied the present valley of the MascGma and
discharged their waters over what is called Orange Summit, and ma&t"
those pot-hples.
A long time ago, the barrier at the other end of
the string of lakes was worn through by the action of the v.ater
and they drained into the Connecticut Valley. Npw there is a
river.
Two hundred years ago)it is quite possible that
the topography was as I have described it I

Limerick
kaine
January 10, 1934
Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller
Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
I am mailing back to you to-day/all the State S sat
Library books i have except tne KoliSre volumes'(two) which I
should like to renew. I tnought perhaps I could do that, as
there might not be much call for them. Please let me know about
+ >1 "i G
this.
I am enclosing herewith the list on word history you mailed,
•which somehov. got overlooked. I have made a memorandum of
books that might be good if I get an order for such a manuscript.
The story is well along, in fact tnere are only two or three
more chapters to do, but I snail have to go over it and copy
a good deal of it. I certainly am obliged for your able and
sympathetic help. They tell me that "All the V.ays of Building"
had a review on the air last Saturday, which was nice.
I am enclosing also money order for $1.00, which I think will cover
the money I owe the library. There must be some dues for overtime.
I should be obliged if you will see if this is all right and let
me know. ix
I've been rushing the manuscript so hard that
I have let about everything go but writing and getting something
to eat.
I don't remember whether I asked for a history of haverhill,
Mass., but if I did, that is the only book I did not get. I
should like to see it if you have it.
I may ask you for a list of ...aine town histories one of these
days, to gather material for some articles on tnat subject small tov»ns es£jecially. I wonder if there is a gazetteer of
this State? I have an old 1849 Hayward's ITew Hampshire Gazetteer
which is perfectly invaluable. It gives a brief history of
each town and is small, net as big as an ordinary arithmetic.
Thanking you again, I am
Yours very truly

Limerick
Maine
April 15, 1934
Urn, Marion Cobb Fuller
Maine State Library
Augusta
Maine
Sear Mrs. Puller:
I think you will be felad to know that the
story on which you so kindly helped me last winter has been
accepted and will probably be on the fall list of the
Frederick A, Stokes Company, under the title THE TOMAHAWK TRAIL.
Thejbditors deeided that the original title "The Trail of the
lil'derness Children" wouldn*t do because of the w»rd "children"
in it, idaieh many youngsters do not like. I prefer this one
myself.
It is to tare four eolor pictures by
Stafford Good, and an endpaper showing the route taken by the
three captives.
I expect it will raise a ruction among the
people who have been trying to prove that the Indian raids
were all our own fault, but in the introduction I've fauceocxjcaubc
quoted some of Maurault's remarks on the subject, and there is
nothing in it that I can't give chapter and verse for. I want
to thank you again for the extra trouble you must have taken
in getting my authorities together.
As the story deals with
both Maine and Hew Hampshire and has a lot of eaxop and
wiikderness lore in it I think you may want to put it on your
list for travelling libraries. I am very much pleased with the
selection of Mr. Good as the artist, as the samples of his
color work sent me indicate tfcfeat he can get the real forest
ato$»*phere into it. The endpaper may be the work of a young
artist here in Limerick; they've given him the chance to submit
Arising, and personally I think he's doing good work.
I got an order in February to do two articles for the new
juvenile encyclopedia the Britannica is getting out, on
"Architecture" and "Dwellings".
I think that is a work the
State Library is likely to want. The editor in chief is
the same man who edited the last edition of the adult Britannica
and he gave me an absolutely free hand on the articles.
The same Limerick boy submitted drawings for the one en BaekfrHga.
Dwellings. If these two orders to him go through•, maybe you ra
would like to have me send proofs of them when the outs are made
to put into your collection of Maine work. I think this
youngster is going to amount to something, and these are the
first real orders he has had a chance to show his hand on*
1 have had an inquiry lately about a book somebody wanted to
locate, "Saco Valley Families". I Wtitxacx believe there
is a big book about "Homes of the Saco Valley" or some such tttt
title, brat that is the only one I know of. I told this man I
would write you and find out if you know of any Saeo genealogy.
He thought the author might be some one of the name of Knight
but was n't sure.

Another query I couldn't answer was abept a book somebody said
lie read wtaen a boy, he thought published in 1880-90,
"Twenty Years a His tier" or "Peddler", and he said the same
author, he thought* wrote another ealled "Twenty Tears an
Auctioneer". I told him I would write aad see if any of your
indexes threw any light on that matter. He said he should like
to bujr those books if he could find them, but without knowing
the publisher or author it would be hard to locate them.
If he had the exact title and date some second hand book dealer
might get them for him«
I have a job on hand now that I am doing on the chance that it
will get somewhere, and chiefly to get it out of my system and
put into less unwieldy shape a lot of data I have in three
file cases. I have called the book tentatively INVASION, and
the idea is to show up the absolutely false and malicious
character of the -Democratic propaganda that has been flooding
the country for the last five or six years.
In Br. Wirt's
letter to Rand, the paragraph tthich most interested me was
the one in which he said that he was told that we did not
realize the scientific perfection of propaganda as developed
sinee the World War.
I made up my mind three or four years
ago that the stuff that had been circulated had all the earmarks
of a systematic barrage, but was not sure exactly where it was
heading, though I had my suspicions.
I think personally
that the communism racket is just a red herring drawn across
the trail. In order to get this job done so that it will have
a chance I have to put the manuscript into shape by ahout
June l, but so much of it needs only to be arranged and copied
that this will not be such a stunt.
How I would like to ask you to send me two books I had out
three or four years ago but do not have the library numbers of,
both relating to the Hartford Convention lie:
Lossing's
Held Book of the War of 1812, and Dwight's History of the
Hartford Convention. I don't suppose you have Pollard's
History of the Civil War, the first Southern history of that
war, issued before it closed, but if you have I'd like that.
I have R. G, Horton's"Youth's History of the Civil War", a
mess of lies reprinted three or four years ago from the first
edition (1867) which I have.
I should like a list of nhat
you have from the Southern side, but tthe books I have
mentioned I'd like to get at your earliest convenience, EaqutsjcKl
especially Lossing and Dwight.
point I'm making in the book
is that nearly all t8ae stuff put out as history unearthed by
"modern research work" is nothing of the kind.
With all good wishes.

<SD. 3

C O P Y
April 17, 1934

Miss Louise Lamprey,
Limerick, Maine.
Dear Miss Lamprey;Your letter is extremely
interesting;it is always a pleasure to hear from you.
I am glad that the Tomahawk Trail is so well on its way
to publication. Undoubtedly, it will be a welcome addition to
the junior travelling libraries. I will call Miss- Libby's attention
to it. I wish that, it might be one of the Children's Book Club
selections. I iad not heard of the proposed juvenile Britannica.
It must be gratifying to have the opportunity o do tie articles
on Architecture and Dwellings. I think that you did not mention
the name of the Limerick boy who is doing illustrations. We
should be glad to Imow more of his work and if he does the
drawing s for your articles we shall be very fflad to have copies
of them for our Maine files.
I think that the Saco book you have in mind is Saco Valley
Settlements and Familites,by Ridlon, a bulky volume containing
much miscellaneous matter (a valuable addition to Maine
social history) and a number of family histories. We have a copy
which can be lent for one week. Your friend can write to us
for it;it is better to have the user of a book the borrower of
it and then you don't have the responsibility Of the book's
return.
The book "Twenty Years a Hustler", or "Peddler", we
have not yet found on any list. As you know, all b3£3§gi£XpK33i&X book
lists are alphabetical and so if a person is mistaken about
the first word of atitle it is difficult to loeete an item
unless one knows the name of the author.There is a bibliography
in "Hawkers and Walkers in Early America", which is out at
presently and perhaps I c»n locate this book on that list, al
though of course 1880 can hadly be considered "early".
I have sent you Dwight and Lossing. Also I find that
we have Pollard so I amsending t-at, with two lists of
books on the Civil War.
To.refer, to several of your former letters which came at
an especially busy time and so were answered in a somewhat
hasty mannerjWill you some time tell me where to fifld what
Mrs. Stowe said about New England's habit of belittling herself?
This is in your letter of January 5th, if you happen to keep
copies of your correspondence.

Your suggestion about translating Maurault is

extremely

interesting. If you really feel th^t you would like to do it
I am sure that; Mr. Dunnack will be glad to make some
arrangement about the typing fees.. Will you write to
him, if you decide to translate the book? With the new
"Invasion" on hand I suppose that there will not be much
chance of your translating at present.
I believe that I answered your inquiry about Maine
town histories.We have a typed list of the histories
available here but it is a long list and as it,has to go
first class mail it requires a larger amount of postage,
about a dollar , I think, sp most persons think it not
worthwhile to borrow it.
T
The person in charge of the circulation department
says that you owe fifty-six cents in postage-or did last
January, after you sent the dollar which you mentio in your
present letter#
Are you doing anything "bout writing a history
of tpys? I do want you to w^ite that book'
With all good wishes
(Signed) MCF

Limerick

Maine
April 18, 1934
Dear Mrs. Puller:
I note your query ia your letter of April
17 regarding Mrs. Stowe'» reference to New Znglanders kiittiiix
belittling Hew England,
You will find it in the book of
papers published under the title THE CHIMNEY CORKER and giving
the author's name as "Christopher Crowfield", a nom de plums
used when she was doing a monthly article for the Atlantis.
The date of publication is 1868, so that if you don't happen
to have tfee book you can probably find it in the file of that
magazine, volume XVII. or XVIII. The title of the paper is
How Shall We be Amused?, and the reference is on page 189.190
of the juak collection as published in book form.
If you never came across this series of papers (the other two
volumes are "Little Foxes" and "House and Home Papers", they
deal with current events and problems as talked over by Mr.
Crowfield, his family and friends, and some of them are very
amusing. I've been interested to see how nearly Mrs. Stowe
in some of her suggestions hits the most up to date theories
of kftft to-day on the evils of our own post-war period.

t

To save you a little time 1*11 copy the reference:
"Yes," continued Bob Stephens, "the fact is that our grim
old Puritan fathers set their feet down resolutely on all forms
of amusement; they would have stopped the lambs from wagging
their tails and shot the birds for singing, if they could have
had their way; and in consequence of it, what a barren, cold,
flowerless life is our New England existence! 'Nothing here
but working and going to mnrrti church,' said the German
emigrants, and they were about right. A French traveller ia
the year 1857 says that attending the Thursday evening lectures
and church prayer-meetings was the only recreation of the young
people in Boston.
?
"Well, Robert," said my wife, "though I agree with you
as to the actual state of society in this respect" (they were
discussing the general lack of wholesome amusement for young
people in this country about 1870) "I must enter my protest agack
against your slur on the memory of our Pilgrim fathers."
"Yes," said Theophilus "the New Eaglanders are the only
people, I believe, who take delight in vilifying their
ancestors. Every young hopeful in our day makes a target of
his grandfather's gravestone, and fires away, with great
self-applause. People in general seem to like to show that they
are well-born, and come of good stock; but the young
New Englanders, many of them, appear to take pleasure in
insisting that they come of a race of narrow-minded, persecuting
bigots.
"It is true that our puritan fathers saw not everything.
They made a state where there were no amuse gents, but where

.d go to iMi Mi leave their house doors wide open
without a shadow of fear or danger, as was for
the custom ia all our country Tillages." (I eould do
i$ right now ia Limeriek, and hare, in the twelve years I have
been here. When I was ia the Kentucky mountains, settled
by people of much the type of our ancestors, Sootoh and English.
Dissenters, people did it there, and they were in the nineties *
about as strict on daneing and card playing as Hew England in /
1870-6B ever was) "the fact is thftt the simple early Hew
England life, before we began to import foreigners, realised
a state of society in whose possibility Europe would seareely
believe. If our fathers had few amusements, they needed few.
Life was too really and solidly comfortable and happy to
need much amusement."
I don'tt know what Boston may have been like in 1837
except from books, because my people were never Bostoaians, but
I have heard my grandmother, who was born in 1815, tell about
life in Hew Hampshire jtitiucgaxx villages in her young days,
and I have seen the report of the daughter of Thomas Jefferson,
who travelled by chaise across country from Lake Champlain to
Massachusetts about that time, and there is nothing particularly
barren or cheerless about the life up country according to them*
What is more, look at "Little Women", describing Miss Alcott's
girlhood, "Hitherto" and other books dealing with Mrs,
A. D. T. Whitney's girlhood in Hewton and Boston, about the time
this French observer made that extraordinary remark* The fact
is that Hew England got its reputation for aseetiaism from
the abuse of the Puritans and Dissenters and Scoteh and
English Presbyterians of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries by their political eiMaies.
Our ancestors have
been dubbed narrow and joyless because, to put it plainly, they
declined to join in popular aausements that no respectable
father would take his children to now. Can you imagine at taw tin
getting any fun out of bull-baiting, bear-baiting, or hanging
a gander by the feet from a tree and letting successive riders
try to pull its head off for the prize of a bottle of whiskey
(a popular sport of the Southern Appalachians as late as 1890)
or a cock-fight, a rat-hunt, or a dog-fight?
In Thomas a
Kempis's day the best element of the Catholic Church protested
strongly against the keeping of Christmas and other holidays
ib by having a general spree, and took just about the ground,*/
of the Puritans of the seventeenth century, that a holy day ^
was a holy day and intended to be kept by religious service, ta.
And there is nothing in the most extreme Puritan aawiHrnrtam
asceticism that touches some of the records of Catholicism for
either senseless nauutxax or mischievous unpleasantness. I
came across in a French. Catholic book awhile ago the story of
a saint (modern) who displayed her indifference to the comfort
of the body by washing a leper and drinking the water1 Agnes
Repplier tells of sermons she heard that scared her worse than
any revival diseaurse ever scared me, and of a practice in her
convent of encouraging tha little girls to deny themselves
anything they especially liked in order to "make an act"
pleasing to God. ("In Our Convent Days!) The fact is thatHew
England .people are from mistaken modesty altogether too much
given tolaccept strictures from other people on insufficient
grounds, and it is time to realize what effect txkKfc that has. V
Very truly yours
£t
j
_
\

Lifter
Mali
.ae
April 20, 1934
Dear Mr. Dunnack:
Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller writes me that you
may perhaps be interested in a suggestion I made that I would
translate at least some chapters of Maurault's "Histoire des
Abenakis" so that you could file the typewritten English
version along with the book for the benefit of patrons of the
library who would like the information but don't read French.
I should be willing to do the job if you wanted it enough to
pay for the typing at ordinary rates for such work. I suppose
you can get a price on those from any public stenographer*
I should do it on paper similar to this I am writing on, and
with a margin similar to this, to allow of its being put into
an ordinary loose-leaf note-book unless you wished to have
the manuscript regularly bound in book form.
I doubt very much whether you would have any use for a great
part of the volume, because some of it would have no general
interest for most readers, and some chapters can be found in
practically the same form in other histories you have on
your lending list, in English. In such a ease I should simply
put in a page saying that the same material is to be found
in such and such a book.
But there are several chapters and
parts of chapters which really are, I think, worth translating,
either for their straight historical vfclue or their point of
view. The style is scholarly and often charming and much
rQt the material picturesque.
In translating, also, I should suggest putting a note at the
end of the chapter or the bottom of the page in at least one
or two cases where the historian is not accurate. For example
he calls Massasoit chief of the Narragansetts and says he
was driven to revolt by the injustice of the English, whereas
his treaty with the Plymouth colonists, which was unbroken
by him or his Wampanoags for over half a century, was all
that saved the tribe from being gobbled up by their hereditary
enemies, the Narragansetts under Canonicut.
Also I'd
be inclined to refer the reader to the account of the same
incident in Parkman or Fiske, in a few cases, where I suspect
Maurault is holding a brief for his own Order instead of the
truth.
This would aid any reader who was really after
historical information to find it easily.
In order to do a job like this I'd probably have to keep the
book out considerably longer than your rules allow, because
the work would be sandwiched in between other writing, and
it would take several weeks even if I gave it my whole time,
because proper translating is not to be done too hurriedly.
But I should really enjoy doing it if you like to make the
arrangement*
Very truly yours,

Limerick
Maine
April 20, 1934
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Following the plan of a publishing office where
I used to work, I am making separate letters covering the
separate matters on which I am writing in reply to your letter
of the 17th, some of which you may want to file in different
places*
I am writing the Britannica people to send me some extra proofs
of my article with illustrations on DWELLINGS which I will
mail some of my librarian friends on the chance that they may
like to put them on view, and when I get them you will have
your copy.
Judging by the format of the pages it is going
to be a very attractive junior encyclopaedia. The editor
is Mr. Hooper, who edited the last edition of the adult
Britannica.
For the article on ARCHITECTURE I think they
are ^oing to use the pictures they have. The drawings of
our young artist here have been accepted and paid for and
we all feel very much pleased. His name is Arthur Townsend c
Lougee, and he is only twenty and never had any instruction uc
at all until he went to Phillips Andover at fifteen, when
a well known artist (Mr. James) who was doing a portrait of
the president, took an interest in him and invited him to
paint with him. Before he had been at school two months
his mother notieed that he was writing home on some very
nobby paper, and when she and his father visited the school
they saw banners and pillows and things around his room, which
they discovered the other boys had paid him in exchange for
drawings he made for them. He has a collection of sketches of
celebrated people who were at the school lecturing or giving
some entertainment; he would draw them and get them to autograph
the sketch.
In his last year there Dr. Fuess was his
housemaster, and at a vacation camp connected with the school
he was put as tentmate with Bob North. One of the boys tfceve"
was a son of Stanley Baldwin and gave Arthur Town, as we call k&
him here, an invitation to visit his home in England.
He
was an awfully attractive youngster when he used to come here
and ask for fairy tales at the age of ten, with his rabbit
in his armm, but he didn't show this talent for drawing until
he was twelve, when it appeared in a penchant for doing
cartoons.
I hope his endpaper goes through; it has been
finished and sent in, but that particular publishing house
is one I never feel quite sure about; sometimes they like
things that I think they will, and sometimes they don't.
You will get a proof of that also in time; Stokes plans to
get out some extra proofs for library posters.
I really
feel that for him to get a $50 job out of the Britannica
without owing it to any favor (I don't know the people myself)
for his first real attempt at illustration, is something of
a stunt.
He is one of three or four kids here who seem to
have unusual talent, and in two cases possibly genius, in
different lines.
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I think THE TOMAHAWK TRAIL should have a special appeal
to Maine readers because it deals with Maine history and
colonial life in the last chapters.
I have written Stokes 1 editor about two other notions for books,
en which I should be glad to have your opinion also as to the
demand there is likely to be for them. She approves an idea
I have for a juvenile dealing with the Elizabethan period in
London mainly, though some of it probably will happen elsewhere
- to be called tentatively THE THREE CRAKES. It centers more or
less around a ta^ferjll down by the wharves, with that for a sign,
but the cranes really are a punning reference to cargo cranes
used in loading and unloading ships. I want to get in some
political material, and deal with the departure of the Hanseatic
League from London and the Queen's general policy with her
merchant captains# also the lyrical and artistic life of the
time. Nieholas Lanier, ancestor of Sidney Lanier, would make
an attractive character; he was a musician of great talent.
Like this last book it is likely to rub the pro-Catholic >or
rather anti-Protestant-Dinaenter people the wrong way, but
after all, as the Saturday Evening Post inquired awhile ago,
who made America? Anyway, you can't do a book about that
period and be on the fence about the two fighting forces in
religion.
Most people don't seem to have the faintest idea
what Elizabeth was up against. It would have been a tuifeh
situation for a king, but it was fifty times worse for her*
The other notion is a series of booklets on crafts and craft
plays, which without altering the plates could be published
in book form as a permanent reference book for teachers,
while those who only wanted something on one of the subjects
might get the pamphlets separately at perhaps fifty cents
each* The idea would be to give simple directions for basketry,
wood carving, embroidery, etc,, just enough to enable any
intelligent woman to teach children to do the work, and wind
up the chapter with a one-act play that could be done by
the class, using their own work for stage properties and
costumes, to show what they had done or make part of an
entertainment.
I should frame up the play so that it
could be done by a class of six or eight, or by having groups
follow the principal characters as leaders, used as
a school pageant or expanded into a whole play if as is
often done in camps, the youngsters wanted to make their own
drama. In that case they could use my sketch as a nucleus,
the best actors taking the printed parts, and write the
rest of their show around it* These chapters would be
illustrated with diagrams and line drawings, and if*isi#s<
I could have photographs taken in costuv#» one for each
play.
x think a book like that might have a permanent
value for camp) schools and homes, and save a lot of bother
for overworked teachers, or people who would like to get
up something picturesque but have not much imagination or
ingenuity* I could include directions for making bird
and animal costumes, Indian suits, armor, and so on., most
of which the children eould do themselves* The play
itself, dealing with historical detail, would .be educational.
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Thanks for the information about the Saeo Valley book. I guess
the one this man inquired about probably was some small
pBTWtttgiirir
genealogical prftrately printed volume. If
you come across the data on the other book I shall be greatly
obliged.
The package of books came all right and 1 am delving in them.
Pollard deals mostly with matters I don't know about, such
as the Confederate troops in battle, and may very well be
dependable on that subject, but where he touches on what I do
know about he's slipshod or worse. He makes seven "extracts'*
from Hinton Rowan Helper's "Impending Crisis", two of which
aren't in the book, and others are so quoted as to give an
idea of their meaning quite unlike the fact. When I return the
book I will send you a typewritten memorandum on that. If
you haven't Helper's book in the library I suggest that you
secure a copy; it's good stuff.
Did you have Charles Willis Thompson's "The Fiery Epoch" (Bobbs
Merrill) on your book list for recent purchase?
It is a
survey of the period between 1830 and the Civil War. It
contains one instance of what seems to be twisted history.
He says that Elijah Lovejoy was mobbed and killed because
of the filthy nature of his paper, and that he slandered
the Catholics. He claims to have Beneridge as authority.
Mr. Thompson is a Catholic, and I'm not sure whether he is
playing the same game as the propagandists I have been
watching, or not.
After I get through with this INVASION
thing I may ask you for some books and look up that matter.
I find in this lot of books, in reading up on the Hartford
Convention, that he is not just straight on that, although he
denies in a general way the charge of treason (I gave him
that material). He says there weretwo secessionists
in the Convention, Timothy Pickering and John Lowell, and
so far as I can see neither of them was a member. PikkSering
in fact was a member of Congress that year, and I should think
he must have been in Washington.
I am enclosing money order for #1.00 to cover the balance on
the enclosed card of 56 cents and what will be due on these
books and maybe a few others before I get through.
I will make notes of a few books on the list you enclosed and
return it. I'm not really using much on the Civil War, but
am running down the false history that started in that nunttcxfcjco
connection and is some of it still used as campaign propaganda.
It might not be a bad plan in sending out those lists to
indicate which are Confederate. 3B*K The title often gives
no indication of the point of view, and if, as in my case,
a person wants to get at the opposition argument, there is
no way of being sure which books it is in jfrom the list.
As to the translation of Maurault I'm enclosing a note to
Mr. Dunnack which please hand over to him when you have
read i t .
.
I have not jset found a publisher who warms to the idea of
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a history ©f toys, but haven't tried very hard, because to
do it properly would require so much reseasfeh work, and
it really would be better to get some of the material in Hew
York, from museum people and collectors, if I ever get a
chance to spend some time there again.
The Harhh 1934 issue o<f The Horn Book (do you get that?) was
decidedly a Maine number without meaning to be. It had two
articles with very flattering comments on my books, one about
the architecture book and the other about the use of the tiso
"Guild * books in craft school work. The leader was a charming
article by Anne Carroll Moore about Kenneth Graham®. She was a
Limerick girl. It is an tnusually good number and I think
might be worth while for you to send for unless you have it.
It is published at 270 Boylston Street, Boston,
I wonder if you know that you sent me a rather sensational
bit of evidence for the-first chapter of INVASION" along with^fcfe
these books?
They were wrapped in an old copy of Le Messager,
a French language tri .weekly paper of Lewis ton, Maine, and
my eye lit on these headlines - in the issue of February lo,
1933:
ROOSEVELT SERA DICTATMJR
COMME MUSSOLINI
Why, exactly, should a French paper publish practically the
whole program of the rather sensationally radical policy of
this administration, nearly a month before Roosevelt's
inauguration? So far as I have been able to see this practical
dictatorship came on the country like a thunderclap. Bo
you remember seeing anything about his having asked for power
to revise the government from top to bottom, at that time of
day?
I sat down and translated the article, apparently news from
a Washington correspondent, at least as much of it as I found;
the page was torn across half way down.
I was so intrigued
by this find that I sent a copy of the translation to Senator
Hale and one or two other people, asking them what about
it. Roosevelt has lately said, through Carter Field of the
Boston Herald, that he was quite frank about all his policies
but people simply hadn't noticed what he said. It does seem
to me that I should have noticed that story.
I am going
to use it on the first page of my INVASION manuscript, in
some such way as in the carbon of the rough draft of that
page following this.
You can pass my query along to anybody
you think would be interested.
This French paper has of
course no Press Gallery correspondent, but I should guess
gets its news of this kind through Frank Hall, who has a
seat there and represents the N. C. W. C, News Service
( N a t i o n a l C a t h o l i c W e l f a r e C o u n c i l News S e r v i c e ) . As a n o l d
newspaper hack I should have said, at a venture, that the
items in this article would be A. P. news in February.
With many thanks

From L. Lamprey
Limeri ok
Maine
IBVASIOJJ
(Draft of first page)
QUITE early in the Roosevelt administration it became
UBfgBiMrdsriBtrt
obvious that the nqpzaciuteKfcxe* unprecedented acts and
radical measures

which were startling a bewildered American

people could not all have been evolved since March 4, 1933.
clearly
They were cftyarrTriry in line with"plans worked out before
election, before the nomination, perhaps before the dust of
Smith campaign
the previoua. <»mip«V{prlrir<rir
had fairly settled.
There was
a cut and dried, even a pre digested efficiency about them*
Whether the average American had any idea what was going
to happen or not, there is evidence that some people knew,
in

such a bit of Washington correspondence as this from

Le Messager, a French tri-weekly paper of Lewis ton, Maine, in
its issue of February 10, 1933.
headlines and all, translated

Here is the opening paragraph,
into English:

ROOSEVELT WILL BE A DICTATOR
The democratic Leaders will give Him for Two Years
Almost Absolute Power
LIKE MUSSOLINI
Washington, 13 - The Democratic leaders of the House
propose that absolute power to revise the entire mechanism of
the Government from top to bottom, going even so far as to
out the compensation ©f the veterans, be conferred upon
President-elect Roosevelt,
The leaders have revealed that Mr. Roosevelt has himself
demanded this authority, and that $e has said to them that he
was willing do take the responsibility for reducing the
expenses of the Government for the purpose of balancing the
budget, even if that should cost him his reelection in 1936

Lfy, C M

Limerick
Maine
April 28, 1934
Mrs. Marion Cobb Puller
Maine State Library
Augus ta
Maine
Dear Mrs. Puller:
Your interesting letter of April 23 is at hand.
I've had a letter from my publishes approving the idea of the
Elizabethan book, and some time this summer I shall probably
be sending you a request fog some books on that, but I
know pretty well what I want, this time. I have also had
a note from the Britfcnnica editor saying that he will send
me proofs of my articles along in August, and when he does
I will send you one, with Arthur Lougee's drawings.
If you look at the carbon of your letter you'll see that you
3aid "the series of booklets on arts and crafts is
something not available, 1 1 but the rest of the sentence looks
as if the "not" wasn't intended to be there.
I suppose you
have heard of the "Wicked Bible" valuable to collectors because
by a typographical errory the "not" was left out of the
seventh commandment,
I have not forgotten that I have a list of books on the CivilWar, and will return i t in a day or two after making notes.
The thing I want to get just now is something about Alexander
Hamilton and his financial policy that will meet the slam in
Alexander Woolcott's column in the last McCall's, in which he
charges that Hamilton when he arranged to redeem the Continenta
currency in which the soldiers had been paid, let some Boston
financiers and members of Congress into i t
so that
they could "lay the foundation of their fortunes" by buying up
the notes beforehand. I'm enclosing a letter I wrote him
inquiring for his authority. I don't expect to get a reply,
because my experience is that writers who so distinctly show
the animus do not reply to the politest inquiry about their
authority. I think he's simply repeating old anti-Federalist
slanders like the one that Hamilton favored "a monarchy
bottomed on corraption." I'm really more juti«exjtiGExfcxx£jbift&Jig
interested in finding out where the story originally came out
than getting a pro-Hamilton version, but I shall be obliged if
you will send me a list of the best you have, either on Hamilton
himself, Washington s administration, or the redemption of the
currency, I have Bancroft, and I have Irving's big Life of
Washington. If you don't have McCall's at the library you can
if i t is worth viiile pick up a copy at some news-stand.
With many thanks for past and future favors

Note
from L» Lamprey
Li me risk
Maine
This is not shop, and I'm putting it on separate sheet for
convenience to your files.
The reason I asked you about the
"Messager" report was that I 'm asking various people whether
they heard anything like it before inauguration, and if not,
do we have to read foreign language papers to find out what
our Government in tends to do? Nobody, thus far,has said that
they did hear or see any such thing in American newspapers
in -February.
The priest here has told people that "their" sources of
information were far in advance of ours, and that he #new
all about the bank crash through New York correspondence ,
some time ahead, I think in January; anyway early enough for
Catholics here to be warned to draw out their money - which
they di d, and took it to Canada. You see how this advance auqaacr
report of the intentions of the Roosevelt Administration
dovetails with that.
Nearly all of the campaign propaganda I have been following
has the peculiarly ugly, sneering tone noticeable in
criticisms of Protestantiam by Catholics, and thi3 style of
Campaign stuff has really come in, although it is using a good
deal of old ras&nckacjt material, since Raskob started as
chad man in the A1 Smith campaign of 1928.
The situation is
it seems to me a very curious one, unprecedented in my
recollection, in many ways.
Oddly enough, when working on
Begni s History of the Catholic Church in the Uni4dd States,
I had'occasion to talk with Cardinal Hayes , then Chancellor,
and although I was at the time rather prejudiced in favor of
Catholicism than otherwise, he strongly impressed me as a kind
of human glacier. The slams on New England, and subsequently
Bnoleetants, started about the time he took office, and so dM
what maybe called the militant Catholic policy which was quite
unnoticeable before about 1927.
I also met Father Jbans&fcx
Prout, whose name bobbed up in a news iteifc the other day.
Iwonder if you've seen Antonia White's "Frost in May", Viking Press? I've just been reading it. It is the most
interesting study of the methods of a convent school I've ever
seen, but it tallies pretty well in most ways with Agges
Repplier's "In Our Convent Days", although that is written with
real affection for her old school. If eitherbne of 'em
dealt witha New England boarding-school, however, reviewers
(especially Catholic) would lambaste the book on the score
of the bleak, hard discipline of "Puritan" asceticism. This
Frost in May thing is wonderfully written and I note that it
is favorably noticed by The Catholic News. Personally I think
we are at present up against the stiff est religious conflict in
the history of this country, certainly the most serious since
Archbishop Hughes' day. *ou know I think all that Communism
racket is just a decoy; the real issue is quite something else.
It looks to me as if the real plan were what Father Coughlin
called H a corporate State" established by a new party; anyhow
it is something that Church approves and is promoting.

Limerick
Maine
May 18, 1934
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
The parcel of book3 on the Hamilton matter
came and I am having a very good time with them. Thank you
cordially for the trouble you took in running down the
reference.
I am enclosing two carbons apropos of thi s which may interest
you, one way o r another.
The one on the yellow paper I ' d
like to have "back; the carbon of my letter to The Sun you
needn't bother to return, as I have the letter in print (May
X&x. 12, on the back of the editorial page)
I thought i t might amuse you to see what a wallop Woolcott
got from a personal acquaintance on hi3 review, also to get
a side light on McConaughey's book, which I haven't seen, but
which i s evidently one of those generally anti-everything we
ever believed in books.
I think i t probably surprised ghiua
him. The writer, Charles Willis Thompson, does know a lot
about American history, and as you can see, he packs a lively
pen.
I got the color sketches for THE 'TOMAHAWK TRAIL
other day,
and i t looks as i f i t would be a very attractive book.
1 think
I wrote you they decided to call i t that, instead of The Trail
of the Wilderness Children.
Please accept my thanks for introducing me to Oliver's book on
Hamilton. I should like to own i t some time; i t is an admirable
contrast to Bowers' rather slipshod sposhiness.
There is no
use talking, the real English historian at his best has i t a l l
over most of ours, though c.t our best I think we can match him.
But Oliver's view i s unusually good, and his style is delightful
Of course my notion i s anyway that you never get at the real
inwardness of a great character unless through a sympathetic
study.
The Jeffersonolaters aroused my distrust chiefly
because they can't seem to write about their idol fcikomctoc Kifckou
without vilifying somebody else. Also, most of 'em are careless
about facts as well as style, and practically always in detail.
Bowers has a man (page 396) drawing a revolver thirty years
before there was any such thing. Also, Bowers i s altogether
too fond of calling names, for an historian.
Might as well
quote as serious argument the old small-boy yelps "Democrats
eat dead rats", and "Republicans eat old tin cans", as to
reproduce what he does - and he does i t all on one iotta; side ,
at that.
A joint discussion between Bowers and Oliver would
be entertaining i f either fine could be got to do i t . I find
one especial bit of information in these that I wanted, about
J . T. Callender, a scurrilous penny-a-liner who wrote on both
sides, but the Bowers type of "historian" quotes him usually
only on one.
Very truly yours ,

ouri

l i m e r i ck
Maine
May 9, 1934

Editor look Review Department
The Jun
280 Broadway
Hew York
Dear dir:
I have just been perusing llr, Thompson's interesting
review of "Dae recession Movement in Virginia" "by Henry T. Stan
Jhanks, in your issue of Hay 8.
"Jhat he says about perverted
history put out "with a deceptive air of impartiality* for
propaganda purposes within the last eight years or more, is
absolutely true» I could give at least a dozen instances
of
"besides Dumond's book; in fact the thing has been so
eoxsaon lately that a fairly good article could be made along
those lines.
Host of thi3 fal3e history, like the Hartford
Convention stosy, is not even baaed on fact, but is revived
partisan propaganda. Jorae of it dates back to the tine when
the anti -ffe derail a t Aurora declared that "if ever a nation
was debauched by a man, this nation ha3 been debauched by
Washington*"
I imagine that a yarn quoted by Alexander
Hoolcott in the last J'cCall *a. about Hamilton arranging for
t£ie redemption of the Continental currency in which the soldi ere
were paid, and privately letting some of the financiers
in on it so that they could buy up the currency, belongs to that
era.
Woolcott's use of it to slam New England is a
peculiarity characteristic of a good deal of this alleged
history. He says that in this way the foundations of many
Boston fortunes were laid.
The fishy element in the story is that inasmuch as the pay of
a private in 1812 was only $6 a month it is hard to see how
a transaction like that would involve enough money to found
anybody*s fortune. The nucleus of the tale probably is that,
when the Revolutionary soldiers were discharged and came home
• most of #em had to walk - still unpaid, whoever happened to
be the rich man of the neighborhood probably did in innumerable
instances re deeem their currency for them when they got it, and
took his chance on ever getting the value of it himself. 1
suppose you know enough about human nature to know that there
undoubtedly were old soldiers all over the country who easily
believed, when the currency tms redeemed, that they had been
tricked* Even that vould be more foundation than the Hartford
Convention story had when Hayne spread it in his speech.
In mentioning that incident, however, Mr. Thompson says, as he
did in his book "The Fiery Epoch" , that Pickering and Lowell
vtre fiery secessionists but could not "impress the Hartford
Convention".
SIMKfaprtflrararlnr
do far as 1 can see they never
had the chance, because neither one was a member, and only the
a#tiaal delegates and the secretary, Dwight, were inside the
hall at any time when the Convention met. Considering the
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kind of experiences with England in Pickering's early life
which must snore or leas have shaped his opinions, I can't see
why het at any rate, should have been inclined to favor that
country in the war of 1812.
Moreover he was at the time, I
believe, a member of Congress, and the Convention met in
the mi(idle of ^eceia|»er. Anyhow, here is the list of the
delegates who did meet at HarAford, on the authority of Dwight's
history of the convention, 1833, and Lossing's I<"ield Book
of the War of 1812, #iioh reproduces the signatures:
George Cabot, president
Nathan Bane
William Prescott, son of Colonel Prescott of Bunker Hill facie
Harrison Gray Otis
Timothy Bigelow
Joshua Thomas
Joseph Lyman
George 3iiss
Daniel Waldo
darnel Jumner Wilde
Ho di jah Bayles, ex-officer Continental Army
otephfin Longfellow, father of the poet
Chauneey Goodrich
John Treadwell
James Iiillhouse
Zephaniah owift
Nathaniel ami th
Calvin Goddard
Roger Minot Jherman
Daniel Lyman, ex-major, Continental Army
•Samuel Ward, captain in Continental Army at eighteen
Benjamin Hazard
Bdward Manton
Benjamin West
mis Olcott
William Hall, jr.
If you can see s±tax dickering otf Lowell on that list, where?
The Hartford Qonvention slander has been dug up in the last
eight years and amplified. Robert Chambers, in his serial
in "Liberty" delicately enttlftdd "The Rake and the Hussy", had
Andrew Jackson striding up and down his quarters in the summer
of 1814 swearing the air blue about the "treason of the Hartford
Convention" four months before it met and at least two igonths
before it was decided upont In his official proclamation on
the nullification matter , it may be added, Jackson denied
this slander about as definitely as he could. He said that
under "far greater provocation" the New England states "did
not even contemplate secession".
•deems as if he ought to know* And by the way, did you know
that in September, 1812, the first year of the war, a seoret
convention was held in New York to try to elect somebody
against Madison and the anti~£tederalii ts of his party by
coalescing the Democrats who did not favor war and the Hew
York federalists? You never hear anything about that at an*
with apologies for so long a letter to a saich^occupied man,

June 3Bt 1934

Bliss Houise Laiapi*©y#
Limerick, Maine*
Pear Mas Lamprey;-»
In glancing tiirougli some of your
letters in our Maine Author Collection files I note that you
asked

to have the copies of your* correspondence wihh Tf/oolcfcfcfc

returned

so I liasten to send, them to youp with apologies for

having kept then so lon&*
I hopqii that I might see yon at the Garden Show at Searboro* I was there several days wita the library's
exhibit of garden books* One of our 3taff talked with s©aeon©

1

who told her about your remarkable work with the Campfli^ girls^
I have seen many

favorable comments on "AH tihe Ways

of Building* # and I as always glad to have

the book praised*

X

Arenft you pleased to have written it?
Thank you for sending us the letters*
Very truly yourst

M*
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Limerick
Maine
June 20, 1934
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Your kind letter of June 18 is at hand. Thank
you for sending "back the Woolcfett letters; I don't expect to
have to use them again, lout you never know.
By the way,I
wrote Mr. Dunnack about that suggestion of znind for translating
Maurault s hook, but never got any answer. If he doesn't care
to take it up, perhaps hb would let me know through you. I am
not sure just what my plans will be this summer; it depends on
what I hear from some people I 've been corresponding with
on the Invasion idea.
Toward the end of the summer I hope to
start in on reading up for the Elizabethan book and the Hanseatic
League.
I owe the library an apology for a book I thought I had returned
but hadn't* I am sorry to have caused them so much bother, I
t&ought it went back when the previous order did.
I should have been glad to meet you, and shall be if you are
everyp this way, but I haven't been anywhere for an age. Not
only have I been scarce of money, but this last year, owing
to the antics of these pirates in Washington, it has been worse
than ever, because various things I have been usually able to
hi.ro done, nobody is doing because they can get a living off the
town, or, occasionally, higher pay from the Government than
odd jobs are worth to anybody. It seems to me we might about
as well make that man in the White House a Czar and done with it
However, I have dome hopes that under the present Chairman
the Republicans will be able to pull themselves together and
put a monkey wrench into the works this summer*
**e can do
it if anybody can.
The thing that disgusts me is the absolute
unblushing dishonesty of the whole business. If last year's
campaign had been conducted on any such basis as a dictatorship,
a bank moratorium and debasement of the dollar, no sane person
can suppose that Roosevelt would be where he is now; but it
wasn't.
If he ever met anybody with a square argument he'd
have the deuce of a time proving that he isn't just as much of
a crook as t&e clique behind him; but that is just what he
won't do.
The housing bill is the most plausible, crafty and
mean-spirited swindle yet. The people it will hit are the
decent, thrifty, hard working ones who won't gamble with "fchtir
own money or other people's, and want to keep their own homes,
I shall be surprised if before the year is out there is not a
proposition for a department of Education with full power to
rewrite school histories and compel the use in our schools of
the lying version to nhich much of this propaganda points.
Roosevelt is none too good for it, and his backers have been
hoping for a chance to do it for at least five years. The
particularly exasperating feature of it is that so many New
Englanders are suMxfools as to 2ftt this ravaging of everything
decent in our civilization go by default. I never saw a big
change yet intending that I did not
w a n t t o s e e i t come o u t ,
but if these people get what they want I hope I shall be dead
before they get it all.
With all good wfrwrtwnr wishes,

Limeri ck
Maine
June 22, 1934
Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller
Maine State Library
Aggtsta
Maine
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Will you kindly send me a list of the books
you have on the period of English history between the accession
of Elizabeth and the death of James I.?
I'm beginning to
read up on my ne*t book. A® I see it now it will deal with
London along toward the end of the sixteenth centuiybefore
the Hanseatic League was thrown out in 1598 t and I'd like
to find out what there is on that organization.
The economic
side of Eli za"be th's reign has never be eh much brought out, and
as in some of my other books I'm figuring on the story dealing
with the ordinary people instead of the Court.
The interest
of it for Americans may be especially that this was the gwmrti
period just before the settlement of this country, and the
people in the story will be the kind that the colonists were.
There was a Nicholas Lanier somewhere about that time, who
was the ancestor of Sidney Lanier and was a musician; and if
I can get enough information about him and his family I ' d
thought of using one of them for the hero.
I believe they
were Huguenots.
I have "Shakespeare and His Forerunners" by
Sidney Lanier, which is a valuable reference book on the
period, "The England of Shakespeare", and some other books,
but the plot and time will depend a gpod deal on what I find
on the period.
Some years ago I had out a volume of Hilaire Belloc's new
History of England, which is an elaborate work in many volumes
written of course from the Catholic point of view. I have his
"Historic Thames". At the time I saw the book the last volume
out was not quite late enough to take in this period. If he
has written other volumes since I'd like to see them, al30
something on old London taverns if you have that. I'm hoping
by starting early to read up on thi3 (which has not always
been possible) to avoid having so many books out at one time.
The Belloe history and the tavern book till do to start on.
I usually try to get hold of history written frankly from the
opposition point of view in order to avoid using anything
the opposition itself has any ground for saying is false; but
I found in the course of about twenty years' research in library
work that so far as Southern histories go, the main trouble is
that they're slipshod and unreliable and leave generally
so many gaps on the information that to get a full view one has
to check up by some historian like Fiske, who gets in both sides
I don't think the Hanseatic League has ever been used in fiction
and I have an idea it was important to London in its time and
that its expulsion was still more so.
With all good wishes

11^
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THE ALO MAN
By L* Lamprey and Mara L. Pratt Chadwick
World Book Company, Yonkers, N* Y.
Review in Journal of the African Society,
October, 1921. (London, England)
This is the third of a series of books
designed as geographical readers suitable
for children between the ages of 7 and 12,
It far more than fulfils its promise* The
ordinary routine of the day's work in a
Congo village is described, and in the
evening the Alo Man tells stories, such as
that of the Leopard and the Dog, the Hyrax
and the Elephant, which are already dimly and
in a very different form familiar to
children through the medium of Harris's
Uncle Remus* The book has far more than
geographical interest. The description of
native life and native folk-lore is not
only exceedingly vivid, but extraordinarily
accurate, and though the book is intended
and is sultarble for children, the serious
student of African ethnology would not
waste his time if he read it*
(This review was written by Lieutenant
Ralph Durand,author of "Spacious Days*
and various adventure stories, who has
travelled with native porters through
the interior of Africa*)

BOOKS WRITTEN BY LOUISE LAMPREY
CHILDREH OF THE ABCIENT WORLD SERIES:
Children of Ancient Britain
Little
(also published x Long Ago People; Bow They Lived before

1921
Began)

Children of Ancient Rorae (*Childhocd of Rome)

Little

1922

Children of Anolont Greece (^Childhood of Greece)

Little

1924

Children of Anelent Egypt
(also published as Long Ago In Egypt)

Little

1986

Children of Anciont Oaul (Long Ago In Gaul)

Little

1927

Stokes
«

1921

* School editions
OREAT DAYS X$ AMERICAN HISTORY SERIES:
Lay* of the Dlsooverers
Dcya of the Colohlsta

#

Days of the Commanders

1922
1923

Days of the Pioneers

n

1924

Days of the Leaders

«

1926

Days of the Builders

n

1926

In the Days of the Guild

Stokes
«

Masters of tha Guild.

1918
1920

im
World Book
Alo Man
(Written,in collaboration with M. S. P. Chadwick (Frencesca Marshall,
pseud.) Children of the World Series)
Wonder Tales of Architecture

Stokes

1927

Natalia and Mfralal, Children of Russia
(In eollaboratlon with Varla Klenova)

World Book

1928

Treasure ¥allsy

Morrow

1928

All the Ways of BtslMixig

Maeolllan

1953
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"The Tomahawk Trail," Indian
Story by A Maine Author
"The Tomahawk Trail" is a story
of woodcraft, adventure and Indian
lore and combines the
peculiar
charms of all three in full measure.
This, perhaps, is what makes it
stand out from the usual run of In
dian stories. It is of exceptional
interest to Maine readers because
its hero is a Maine boy and its au
thor a Maine Woman—Louise Lam
prey, whose home is in Limerick.
The book is supposedly written
for youth, but there is no age limit
to its intetest. The author has
achieved absorbing narrative and
sustained interest without harassing
the reader by bloody details and
horrors of tortures and cruelties
inflicted on the pioneers, which is
a well-recognized part of Indian
history in New England.
Enoch Hazeltine had a part in
three Indian raids. In the first he
was taken captive and
dragged
from his home in southern Maine
to Canada with other prisoners. Of
the second and third he was mere
ly a witness. By some strange
freak of fate he arrived at the halflortified trading-post of
Herve
Saurel in the Canadian wilderness,
along Sie St. Lawrence, where he
hoped to get advice and assistance
in his escape from his Indian mas
ter. just iu time to see, himself
hidden from view, the dauntless
trader and leader, struck down bysavages, under a French officer.
Later it was his lot to witness
from his place of concealment, a
ruthless attack on the Cowass en
campment of Indians by warriors
of an enemy tribe. Readers of pi
oneer ancestry have listened many
times to such tales as Miss Lam
prey relates, but she brings it close
up. It is not history but real life,
for the years drop away; Maine is
again a wilderness,
marked by
small settlements, and only Indian
trails traverse the stretches of for
est, mountain and river valley of
New Hampshire and Vermont.
Miss Lamprey is well versed in
the traits and customs of the va
rious tribes of Indians that in
habited New Ungland and New
York State. She has a large stock
of Indian legends on which to draw
and a knowledge of
woodcraft
which makes her narrative of the
expedients of Enoch and his com
panions to exist with safety and
little actual suffering in
their
long journey thru the wilderness,
entirely credible.
Boys fond of
camping in the wilds and of ad
venture may almost envy Enoch,
even while feeling the suspense
and ever-lurking danger of his po
sition.
Interest in Enoch's adventures is
much increased by his two com
panions with whose fortunes he
finds himself strangely linked aft
er the savages have fled from the
smoking ruins of the Saurel trad
ing-post. Saurel had a daughter,
who had grown to the age of thir
teen years, among his wild retain
ers like a small forest princess.
Thru the alertness and sagacity of
ipr Indian nurse she ha. escaped
the massacre.

Enoch had gathered from the last
words of the dying Saurel, when he
found him after the last of the In
dian war party had vanished, that
this Indian woman, N'nonon (In
dian word for Mother) was a per
son to be trusted and Enoch's own
impressions of her when she emerg
ed from her hiding-place with her
charge, confirmed this. So, when
each had explained their presence i
to each other, and N'nonon pro- !
posed that as all were making their
way to New Hampshire and south
ern Maine, it would make for safetv and comfort to go along togeth
er, Enoch agreed.
Yvonne's English mother had
come from that part of the coun
try and N'nonon herself had come
from an Indian tribe on the Ken
nebec.
Enoch found
N'nonon's
knowledge of
Indian
ways and
trails and her sound judgment a
great asset in making their escape
and the Indian woman, on her part,
put confidence in Enoch's good
sense, strength and endurance, for
he was now almost a man grown.
Yvonne was a help rather than a
burden. She took to the woods life
and the long rigors of the trail like
the Tndian maid her picturesque
half-Indian dress would have, to a
stranger proclaimed her to be. Al
so N'nonon had providently furn
ished them with the supplies they
would most need and she was
skilled in the preparation of woods
fare, so, with the game Enoch was
able to provide they fared much
better than Enoch would have done
had he been alone.
The story follows the trio on the
long trail from the St. Lawrence
across the Green and White moun
tain ranges.along the Connecticut
river, to Exeter. N. H., and Saco
and Wells, Maine, where they found
friends ready and eager to help
them get established in their new
life and Enoch his beloved Uncle
Ed. his only surviving relative.
It tells how they camped In com
parative comfort when there was
stfll deep snow on the trail and a
rnging storm that kept them in
their crude shelter for several d*yg;
how, as Spring approached, they
made use of the natural resourc
es of the country, such as maple
sugar, and birch bark from which
they make cooking utensils which
could be abandoned when they be
come
burdensome;
how Enoch
learned the sign-talk of the Indians
and how they made for themselves
a canoe to travel with more speed
and ease when the long river th^
Connecticut was reached.
There is a strange and kindly
charm about the "wigwam days."
which the three travellers spent
with a friendly tribe of Indians,
the Pemigewassets, who would join
neither the French nor the Eng
lish and rebelled against
being
forced into an undesired warfare
by other tribes. They came to re
gard chief Watanomon a« a pro
tector and the young braves, Sagausis and Plausawa is real friends
They were happy together for the
brief tune they stayed on the island,
the liappy hunting ground from
which they were driven by the tribe
from Cowassuk.

LOUISE LAMPREY

? m i l e over the stratagem
by means of which
Pemigewassets escaped th^i"
™ c , o m e v i s i t o r s w h ° would fo£;
J "J, t o m &ke an alliance a. »ainat
Is a
episode
8 0 w a * t h e attack
on thl n
1 i
encampment. Enoch
and his companions enjoved tl e
unm e thl° n ° f , t h 6 i r
friend!
Nashua V e H°
v. a 8 € t t l e , n e m "ear
6 r e E n o c h - to his
Rreat inv^'
'
Fj } ,J°y. was re-united with his
old friend, David, who had helped
him to endure his captivitv in Can- 1
ada, and by whom he had been entL

D

g« f e a s t »

hi" ^ f"r
freedomf *
From then on, the way was easy
but th a S I n d i a n s w e r e concerned!
of In *K e S' e r e o t h e r ei »emles, worst
F r e n c h trader, Le Borgne
anrt L
his associates, who had plotted
the death of Saurel and who deg e t h i S y o u n S daughter
ann tv,
and the money left, her by her fa
ther, in their power. The end of
the story contains a genuine sur
prise with a hint of an old and a
new romance. While the chief char
acters are fictitious most of tht
events are true and such historic
personages as Peter Schuvler of Al
bany, Capt. Tyng, Father Rale and
Hilton appear, very real and alive.
The Story is laid near the time of
the French and Indian war th: vear
that Deerfield was sacked.
It is difficult to give an idea ot
the clear, straightforward but vital
style of Miss Lamprey's narrative.
This book, like her "Great Days m
American
History"
series. 5.
marked by accuracy and fidelity to
historical detail.
The book is illustrated by » twopage picture map of the Tomahawk
trail, as it was engraved on the
eld powder horn,
which guided
Enoch and hig friends thru their
wanderings, and
by four pic
tures in color, of which Stafford ]
Good is the artist.
Frederick \
Stokes Co. of New York are the
publisher*.
'J
E. B. W. j
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Dece»fc«r 3 4,'193& ;
Mrs, Marion Cobb Fuller
Main© State Library
Augusts ••.
•
Maine
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Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Your.letter of December 12 crossed mine,
and I will answer i t at once to avoid your answer also
aero ssing mine, £if possibl e^
Thank you for your pleasant words, about mj/Wrees. Editors
seem to differ about having a poem to vach) chapter; the
Macmill ans decided they didn 1 1 want any but the dedication
poem. I think I tol d you that that was written for the
Gamp FireCrirl s here.
I 3 eft out the chorus in order to
comply with the publishers 1 decision that they did not want
to identify the book with any one organi zation. If you
wM: care for i t T'33 send you the who3e thing some day. I
hope to have the air, which i s a3 so original so far as I know,
written down some day.
If you shou3 d ever come to Limerick
the gir3 s will doubtless be glad to sing i t for you.
The idea of this book I am working on dates back ten years
or more and at the time I first blocked i t out Mr. Stokes
liked i t and probably would have taken i t if I could have got
time to write i t . - I'm not bo sure about that now. Besides
the general unfavorable conditions, i t i s going to be
practically impossible to do such a story without bumping
against the religious issue. That may kill i t at once. The
line the Catholic Church i s taking i s at present j ^ s t about
the same as that of Maurau31 and Vetromil - that New Kng3 and
was harried partly by way of righteous retribution for
Iroquois raids on Canada (with which our people had nothing
to do) and partly as a justifiable means of bringing the
heretics into the Catholic Church. This movement seems to have
originated or become obvious within the 3 ast five years.
I never have believed- in making J&e- fiction a vehicle for
prmlipagwTiniyyylrafrixxx propaganda, but neither do I believe in
twisting facts to dodge somebody's else prejudices.
As to "The Derelict" I dropped that partly because I had
1
so much el se on hand, though I still think the notion is
GLOfo
a good one; but I shoul d have to drop the title, b ec au eVbuhti
that time somebody el se wrote an adventure ; story and used i t
- a good story, too, but entirely unlike BOTplot.
The l i s t of jay books in Who's Who in America i s correct,
only since^the 3 ast edition .ALL TKK WAYS OP BUILDING has been
added.
"in the case of the five books I did for Little,
Brown and Company cal 1 ed the Children of the Ancient World
Series, they published a trade edition under the titlee

2

CHILDREN
ANCIENT BRITAIN, R°ME, GREECE, EGYPT AIB GAUL
and a cheaper edition for the use of school s, with the same
text and pictures, hut no jacket and ^rather cheaper binding,
under the titles LONG AG° KB^PLE, CHILDHOOD OE ROME, CHILDHOOD
Op GREECE, LONG AGO IN EGYPT, and LONG AGO IN GAUL. I mention
this because, in case you want to get some of the books of
this series for travelling libraries for camps, the cheaper
edition Jp3 save you a 3 ittl dtaoney and be exactly as good.
I wrote 3QCX2EK books for the World Book Company of Yonkers,
two of which did not come out under my name and tif& did, in
what they call their Children of the World Series, another series
that would be good for camp use.
The idea of that series is
to describe the daily life of two or three children in a given
country, so that the book can be used as a geographical
reader. The two books that have my name as author are
THE AL.o MAN, Congo folk-lore, in which I am co-author- with
Mara Chadwick, and NATALIA AND NIKOLAI, which I wrote with
a Russian girl whose name appears as Vari a K1 enova. Then
I put through an arrangement for one on India called BJMOL
AND KU3UM, which I wrote from material xoq^cjaucit supplied
by Rev. Herbert Wyman, a missionary of seventeen years 1
experience, and I wrote the story and put into shape material
furnished by Roger Bab son for the book that cane out under
his name as A CENTRAL AMERICAN JOURNEY, so far as I know the
only juvenile that ever dealt with export aid import trade
problems.
As to the history page, that is my page called FATHER
KNICKERBOCKER' 3 MEMORIES in the trade magazine of the
Consolidated Gas Company of New York, "Gas Logic", which was
started in the advertising office where I was working at
the time. I wrote the whol e magazine the first two years,
all but the advertising, editorial >and anewers to questions
about the use of gas appliances.
For several years I did
the cooking page and occasional articles, and I started this
New York history page over twenty years wgo, when almost no
periodical in New York was running New York history at all.
The papers started copying our page and now they use a good
deal of New York history. You can get the magazine by writing
to the Consolidated ftaxjt Gas Company's office, 4 Irving
PI ace, New York, enclosina24 c e n t s i n stanps f o r a y e a r ' s
subscription, to cover the^postage. I em enclosing one of
my a r t i c l e s . I r e a l l y think i t would b e worth while f o r
your library to have this magazine, as i t has a lot of
interesting general information, historical and otherwise.
I think they would send yoiirthe back numbers for six months
or a year if yoAwanted them. I've been hoping that some day
I might find a publisher who would want a boofc on New York
history along this line, so that I could use some of the mass
of material I*ve kept in my files of the magazine.
With all good wishes

COPY

November 21, 193^

Miss Louise Lamprey
limerick
Maine
Dear Miss Lamprey:
We have recently acquired a copy of
THE TOMAHAWK TRAIL, which we are of course delighted
to add to our collection.
We are sending it to you, hoping that
you will he kind enough to autograph it for us, as you
have your other books.
We enclose return label and four cents
postage.
Yery truly yours,
Maine State Library

fom

Secretary

COPY

December 17, 193^

Miss Louise Lamprey
Limerick
Maine
Dear Miss Lamprey:
THE T OMAHAWK TRAIL, which you
have so kindly inscribed for us, reached the
Library this morning.

It is with great

pleasure that we add another to your books
on our shelves.

Thank you for autographing

the copy.

Very truly yours,
Maine State Library
hm

Secretary

COPY

December 7> 193^

Miss Louise LampreyLimerick
Maine
Dear Miss Lamprey:
THE TOMAHAWK TRAIL reached us
this morning, but alas, without your autograph,
without which your book will be rather lonesome
in our author collection.
May I return the book for this
autograph.

Very truly yours,

HED/m
Enc:
label &

State Librarian
postage.

January 4# 1936

Miss Louise Lamprey
Liirerick
Maine
Dear Miss Lamprey:
Thank you for the beautiful print of
Sugarloaf Mountain.
We are placing this
in our Maine Author Collection copy of
THE TOMAHAWK TRAIL.
We are today sending the History to
you for autographing, and appreciate
your kindness in cooperating with us.
Upon checking over the Collection
recently, we discovered, much to our
disappointment, that we do not have all
the books you have written.
We are
enclosing a list of those we lack.
Can
you make any suggestions, or would you
care to present this collection with
copies of any?
We are, as you know,
extremely anxious that all your books
be included in the Maine Author Collec
tion, and we will be deeply grateful
for any assistance which you can give us.
Very truly yours
MAINS STATE LIBRARY
BY
hm

SECRETARY

January 1, 1937

Miss Louise Lamprey
Limerick
Maine
Dear Miss Lamprey:
We have noticed that the copy of
HISTORY OF LIMERICK, which we are in
cluding in the Maine Author Collection,
Is not autographed.
May we have your
permission to send the little history
to you for this purpose?
It is admirably constructed, brief,
concise, listing the important events
and dates, and we are very glad to be
able to place It with your other work
in the collection.
We will very rach appreciate your
assistance in this matter, and of course
we realize that you are aware of the
interest and value which an autograph
lends to any book.
We are very grateful
for your interest in the library and the
Maine Author Collection, and take this
opportunity to extend to you the best
wishes of the New Year.
Very truly yours
MAINE STATE LIBRARY
BY
hm

SECRETARY

_
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Limerick'
- Maine
Jamavy 7,1937

Kaine State Library
Augusta
"Maine
"Dear Miss McLeocl:
Your l e t t e r of January 4, 193$ i s a t hand,
and I am returning Smmmistv herewith the Limerick history,
autographed, as you request.
I don't quite understand why the library should riot have
ALL THE WAYS OF HJILDIHG, "because my recollection i s that I
sent a copy and got a very Appreciative l e t t e r about i t .
As to presenting any or a l l of the books on the l i s t to the
Library,I suppose you are aware that beyond the limited number
of complimentary copies allowed,usually six to ten, which were
used up long ago, the author has to pay for eveiy copy,
although a discount i s allowed, somewhat less, I think,
than most publishers give public libraries. I get requests
pretty frequently from libraries I never heard of., asking for
complimentary copies of my books, enough in fact to more than
consume the royalties on some of them a t the present sales
conditions.
The publishers t e l l me that the sales . on .....
books intended for supplementary -school reading, as most of
mine are, - ordinarily a very sajge line - have dropped
anywhere from 60 to 80 per cent in the l a s t three years.
For a man who talks so much about social security, the present
Executive certainly has done mora to keep every kind of boxixacs
business in a state of
j-n s e cu rity than anybody
else I ever heard of.
If I/sent you™c"opiesof a l l of the
books on the l i s t you enclosed i t would cost me something over
-|25.00, and the royalty this.year on one of t h e m t w e n t y cents,
u)
4-c.
There are reports that national education i s to be co*rfctrolled
by an Executive bureau, in which case I imagine that an honest
historian will have about as much chance of having a book
accepted as the proverbial snowflake i n Hade-©. - judging from
the kind of stuff put out as history i n Michelson's publicity
service.
^

You can get the four, volumes of the Great Days series of
the Charles Clark remainder bookstore i n Hew York,if you
want to, for $1 ,'60 each, and "Children of Ancient Gaul * for
58 cents. Most of that series i s now out of print.
Maybe
the world Book Company,which published "• Hat alia and Kikolai,
would send a free copy 1 to the Library i f asked, though the
house has changed hands, and that may be out of print too.
William Morrow Inc. published "The Treasure Valley w f?7ew York)
and I .think 1 1 might be a good, book to put in the travelling
library for camps, as i t was written for children a t camp

•

2
response to their eager desire to^know more about Richard
the Lion Hearted, after I had told tgem "Ivanhoe" and "The
Talisman". The illustrations are a "bit unusual, "being done
"by a French color process, the first time it was used in this
country for^juvenile publicatio n.
a
I have been told that eight or nine years is about the most
a book can be expected to keep on sealing unless it is an
exceptional best seller, so that the fact that the Children of
the Ancient World series did go on selling for ten or more
years in the<fcase of the earliest volumes looks as if it was
worth while.
The architecture book seems to be standing up
pretty well so far£}
I have had an idea that the reason, or one reason, that the
Great Days series was the first of my books to get into the
remainder salesfand so far the only ones with one exception^
may have been that toward the last of it there was a wave of
smear-Few-England-historians from about 1927 on, in which the C
was to claim that all previous writers on American history
have been prejudiced, until the recent blossoming of the South
in that line. I know that this series was venomously attacked
in a South Carolina daily, in a column editorial, as ignoring
the South a-id making out that New England was the whole thing
in American history. It was asserted, for example, that in the
first volume the settlements of Pdbault and Laudonniere were
not mentioned and so far as it told the story "the South was
never discovered at all", and that in "Days of the Commanders"
Northern generals got all the credit. (in that volume there we
were thirteen stories about Washington, two about Jackson,
and not more than one about any Northern general^. I found
later that the writer of this editorial,which they sent me to
be sure I should see it, had never seen evey\L the outsides of
the books. The assault was justified by a claim thatMa powerfu '
organization had lately been formed in Hew England to belittle
the South and exalt New England's part in American history, — ""
although those so corf^inced j* could not give an atom of proof,
nolf could th^y explain what good such a campaign would do
New England or arybody in or from New Engkand. That's the kind
of thing that apparently has been going on for the last eight
or ten years, together with the circulation of more cock-eyed
history that I ever saw before, presents^
usually as having
been "suppressed" or "ignored.wit is a queer situation.
Verr truly yours,
/

January 15, 1937

Miss Louise Lamprey
Limerick
Maine
Dear Miss Lamprey:
We fully appreciate the situation regarding
the gift copies of your "books for the Maine1
Author Collection and certainly, under the cir
cumstances cannot ask you to present us with
them.
We would very much appreciate it, how
ever, if you would secure these "books for us,
making out the bill, which we will pay, gladly.
We feel that in many instances you, as the
author, would be able to secure some of the
titles which would simply bring us the report
"out of print"; therefore, in order to assure
the complete list we are asking if you will do
this for us.
We will assume the postage and
carrying charges, of course, together with the
actual cost of purchase of books.
We do have ALL THE WAYS OF BUILDING, but
because it was a book particularly needed in
our architecture section we placed it there for
regular use and loan, rather than keeping it in
tact with the Maine Author Collection books.
We should wish a copy of that included with the
other books, even though we already have this
other copy.
Cordially yours

MAINE STATE LIBRARY

(TOS)

July 15, 1941
Miss Louise L. Lamprey
Limerick
Maine

Dear Miss Lamprey:
Five of your excellent books, destined for
the Maine Author Collection, have not been
inscribed for this purpose.
The books are DAYS
OF .THE BUILDERS, DAYS OF THE COMMANDERS, DAYS OF
THE LEADERS, DAYS OF THE PIONEERS, and ALL THE
WAYS OF BUILDING.
Would it be convenient for us to send these
to you how for your inscription?
Some day we hope that it will be possible to
have all your books in the collection; meanwhile,
we are always glad when we can add a few, and we
trust that you will be kind enough to be willing
to inscribe each of the volumes here listed for
the exhibit.
Our best wishes for a summer which we hope
has begun pleasantly and will so continue.
Very truly yours
MAINE STATE LIBRARY
BY
hmj
End—1

SECRETARY

Limeri ck
Maine
July 25, 1941
Maine State
Augusta
Maine

Library
Attention Hilda McLeod Jacob

Bear Miss Jacob:
Your letter ox July 15 ought to have been
answered before, but I have been a bit crowded with work. I
shall of course be glad to autograph the five books you mention
for the Maine Authors' Collection.
Would it simplify matters if instead of your sending the books
for me to autograph and return, I sent you five separate
autographs, perhaps brief quotations appropriate to the
different books, which you could paste into the copies you have?
If you would prefer to send the books instead, I will
autograph them on the fly-leaf, but I have done the thing before
when asked for autographed copies and some people seem to like it*
Also, would y/ou rather have simply the name without ary quotation?
I have some scraps of verse not published in aiy of them which
would fit. For example, the Camp Fire hiking song I wrote for
the local Camp is not all in ALL THE WATS OF HJILDIHG, though I
used part of it and the book is dedicated to the three girls who
were leaders. The publishers decided against using the chorus
because vfchey did not want totie the book up with ary one
organization, but maybe it would add to the interest of any one ±BBic
looking up the book in your collection to find a note explaining
who the three girls are and giving the chorus.
I will follow your
preference in these matters.
The Idmerick Camp fire name was "Soan-ge-ta-ha", strong of heart,
(see "Hiawatha") This was the chorus:
"Soan-ge-ta-ha, so the pine trees sing,
Soan-ge-ta-ha, let our watchword ring,
To our purpose true, through the old year and the new,
We're the Camp Fire Girls of Limerick, Maine f
The book due to come out this summer or fall, HJILDIUG All
EMPIRE, ought to be a good one to loan to camps, either young
people's 9r C C C boys. I have received an advanca^copy but
am hot sure when it will be
on the market. It deals with the
evolution of the British Empire 4ad is not exactly a juvenile,
being suited to adult reading.
With all good wishes

July 30, 1941

Miss Louise L. Lamprey
Limerick
Ma ine
Dear Miss Lamprey:
Your thoughtful suggestion about sending
inscriptions for inclusion in the books we mentioned
is an ideal one.
The autograph would bring
distinction in these books, but a quotation would
delight us.
Do, please, write the quotatidnsi
Your mention of the Camp Fire activities and
song is interesting.
At least one member of our
staff recalls her Camp Fire Girl days with pleasure;
and we think the note explaining the three girls,
and giving the chorus of your song, would be
especially fitting.
BUILDING AN EMPIRE is certain to be another
excellent book, and we shall anticipate its
publication, which we hope will be in the early
fall.
Very truly yours
MAINE STATE LIBRARY
BY
hmj
Encl—1

"Inscriptions not received."

SECRETARY

